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Toughjob set for searchcommittee
>SPORTS

After playing a tight first
half, women's soccer
loses season-opener to
UNLV, 2-0.

>PAGE9

>ENCORE
Writers
Andy
Morgan
and Travis
Call
review the
newly
released
thriller,
"Bless the
Child," starring Kim
Basinger and Jimmy Smits.

MARCIE YOUNG

Assistant News Editor

The search is on for a new
president at Utah State
University, and it's a decision
faculty, staff, students and the
Logan community are not
taking lightly.
In May, President George
H. Emert announced his
decision to step down from
his position at the end of the
year, leaving the USU
Presidential Search
Committee exactly four
months to find a successor.
The committee, which
includes faculty and staff,
students, regents, trustees,
the commissioner's office and
the community, has the
responsibility of finding a
president who possesses a
long list of desired characteristics, said Director of Media
Relations John De Vilbiss.
"It's going to be quite a
challenge to find a person
that will fit all of the characteristics the committee wants
in a president," De Vilbiss
said. "This will be quite an

individual."
Steven Hanks, president of
the Faculty Senate, is one of
10 institutional representatives on the 22-member committee. Although the committee agrees the new president must possess numerous
characteristics, Hanks said
each group the committee
represents is looking for
something different in a president.
For example, he said
alumni will support a candidate who ensures athletics are
supported and maintained,
whereas faculty is looking for
someone with academic credibility.
"The reality is that a president has to be very wellrounded," Hanks said. "The
president has to be able to
build bridges between the
university and the community."
DeVilbiss said the committee members will be looking for many of the qualities
Emert possesses, including
characteristics that have
helped USU flourish during

his tenure.
'We've
made some
wonderful
advancements
Thursday
under
President
Emert's lead10:30 a.m., classified and professional staff, TSC Auditorium
ership,"
12:30 p.m., student body, TSC Auditorium
DeVilbiss
2 p.m., Faculty Senate, Sci Tech Library, Room 120
said. "He's set
3 p.m., faculty; Sci Tech Library, Room 120
us on a course
that demands
Sp.m., community and alumni, Town Hall, 2SSN. Main
[the committee] find a
Friday
leader who
takes us to a
higher level,
1 p.m., ASUSU leaders, TSC Senate Room 336
and that's not
1:30 p.m., faculty and staff, TSC Auditorium
going to be
2:30 p.m., committee meeting, TSC Senate Room 336
easy."
ASUSU
Student Body
President Ben
Riley is the
also a member of the Board
"It would bring on one
only student on the commitmore pro-student vote and
of Regents, is "very conscientee.
tious of students" and wants
heighten the awareness of
Riley said he would like to
students," Riley said.
to know what they think,
see at least one more student
He said he is pleased with
included in the official deciall the committee members,
sion-making process, but
>--SEE COMMITTEE
including Committee Chair
doesn't know how realistic
Page 3
David Jordan. Jordan, who is
his proposal is .
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USU boasts new research title

In 1986, Jerry Lewis
raised a record $34 million for muscular dystrophy during his annual
telethon for Jerry's Kids
over the Labor Day
weekend.
lri 1939, this day
marked the beginning of
World War 11,with the
invasion of Poland by
Nazi troops and planes.
In 1923, the worst
earthquake in Japan~
history killed 57,000
people in Kato.

BRITTANY PFISTER

Staff Writer

>WEATIIER

There is a chance of
afternoon showers and
thunderstorms today, with
some local winds. The
high is expected to reach
68 degrees Fahrenheit
and the low will be 52.
Saturday and Sunday will
be cooler with a slight
chance of showers.

>AGGIENEWS
NUGGETS
USU's
Research Park
accounts for
1,600 nonuniversity
jobs and
440 university jobs,
totaling
2,040
employees.
Annual volume of
business
""
adds up to ~
$90 million
with a
$38-million payroll.
Ninety percent (28) of the
companies are spinoffs.
Ninety-five percent
employ USU students.
There are really two parks,
the original 75-acre one in
North Logan and the
265-acre wildlife research

Splish
Splash

TAKING ADV ANT AGE of Wednesday's rain and a backed up

drain, Mindy Malan, in the air, and Julie Dethrow spend their
afternoon puddle hopping on the TSC patio. Rain storms are
expected to continue throughout the weekend./Zak Larsen photo

The title Carnegie I
Research Institution is a thing
of the past for Utah State
University and other colleges
nat10nw1de.
The classification - commonly considered one of the
most prestigious a research
institute can have - no
longer exists under its former
name or criteria. USU's new
classification will be Doctoral
Research UniversityExtensive.
• In addition to changing
the classification name, the
new system is based on two
criteria: depth and breadth,
said Jeane Visonhaler, director of planning and analysis .
Specifically, institutions must
award 50 doctorates a year in
at least 15 doctoral degree
programs to be classified as
Doctoral-Extensive,
Visonhaler said.
Last year, USU awarded
71 doctoral degrees in 28
degree programs, well over
the required number,
Visonhaler said.
The change was meant, in
part, to de-emphasize the
classification as a ranking,
according to The Chronicle
of Higher Education.
Carnegie officials "were concerned that the categories had
come to be seen as a ranking
system for colleges," according to The Chronicle.
"The classification

remains the most widely recognized basis for comparing
colleges and universities, with
reference to C_arnegie status
now common m campus conversations about how one
institution compares with
another," said an article in
Academe.
Carnegie officials wanted
to emphasize teaching and
focus on the number and type
of degrees an institution
awards, rather than research
or selectivity in admissions,
The Chronicle stated.
The criteria changes have
won both praise and criticism.
Some applaud the changes for
emphasizing education goals,
rather than just research.
Others believe the reclassification will cause the "blurring
of very real and significant
distinctions between institutions," Jack H. Schuster, a
professor of education at
Claremont told The
Chronicle.
The former classifications
were based primarily on the
amount of research dollars
generated and the number of
doctoral degrees awarded
each year, said Joyce Kinkead,
vice president of research. An
institution was required to
receive at least $40 million in
federal research support and
award 50 or more doctoral
degrees. USU now earns
about $140 million a year,
► SEE

CARNEGIE
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Opportunity knocks for 33 Dominicans
LARA GALE

Copy Editor

Most students come to college to enhance their own
lives, whereas others come to
make life better for citizens of
an entire nation.
The top 33 students in all
of the Dominican Republic
arrived at Utah State
University days before Fall
Semester started . Some came
with degrees, while others are
fresh out of high school; some
came to study as undergraduate students and some as students in the master's program.
All came for the common
purpose of receiving an edu-

cation and a degree to take
back to the Dominican
Republic where they will further an ongoing effort by
their country's government to
bring stability to the economy.
"The government of my
country hopes that we are the
new generation, " said
Alexander Rodriguez, an
undergraduate student. "We
will help develop my country
with the things we have
learned."
At 19, Rodriguez is one of
the oldest of the 23 undergraduate students. His roommate, Pedro Pablo Castro, 17,
graduated from high school

two months ago . Both have
signed contracts to study electrical engineering at USU for
the next four years, and, after
earning their degrees, work
four years in a governmentsupported cybernetics park
now in development.
They are enthusiastic about
what the next eight years of
their lives will mean for their
future, they said.
"I'm here for my personal
education also, you know,"
Castro said. "I would like to
help my country, but this
chance - I could not get this
► SEE

OPPORTUNITY
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JUAN LUYS (left), Alexander Rodriguez and Pedro Pable Castro

lounge in Luys' dorm room. They are studying at USU as part of a
special program arranged by their government/Zak Taylor photo
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Teen drug use declines young adults' use rises
"we now have a consistent
downward trend in drug use
among teenagers that is very
gratifying," said Health and
Human Services Secretary
Donna ~halala.
But she called for more to
be <lone to stem the use of
alcohol and tobacco by youngsters. Shalala released the findings of the National Household
Survey on Drug Abuse along
with Gen. Barry McCaffrey,
director of the White House
Office of National Drug
Control Polic..y.
Among those 12 to 17 years
ol<l, 18.6 percent said they had
consumed alcohol in the past
month, and 10.9 percent were
termed binge-drinkers - a rate
of alcohol abuse that has
remained flat for the past several years. And 15.9 percent
smoked cigarettes, down from
19.9 percent in 1997.
At the \Vhite House,
President Clinton called on
Congress to fund the administration's proposed $3.3 billion
substance abuse prevention and

MELLISA HEALY

Los Angeles Times

WASHINGTONDrug
use among young teens continued to slide in 1999, but young
adults between the ages of 18
and 25 are bucking the trend,
according to a national survey
released Thursday.
Of those surveyed, 9 percent of youngsters between 12
and 17 years told government
researchers that they ha<lused
illicit drugs within a month of
responding. Down from 9.9
percent in 1998 and 11.4 percent in 1997, the latest figures
on youth drug use mark the
third year in a row that it has
declined in this bellwether
group. At the same time, however, the rate of illicit drug use
among those just entering
adulthood - ages 18 to 25 hit 18.8 percent in 1999, compared to 14.7 percent in 1997.
After a steady rise in youth
drug use in the earlf 1990s,

treatment initiatives for 2001,
and to "reject ... the interests of
big tobacco" and allow suits
against the industry to move
forward.
In an intriguing first, the
yearly report captured which
brands of cigarettes are most
popular among young smokers.
Marlboro is the usual brand
of almost 55 percent of smokers between the ages of 12 and
17, followed by Newport (21.6
percent) and Camel (9.8 percent). No other brand claimed
even 2 percent of smokers in
that age group. And while
white and Latino children
overwhelmingly prefer
Marlboro, almost three-quarters of young black smokers
choose Newports.
Experts say those varying
ethnic preferences, which are
far sharper than ethnic differences in brand-loyalty among
adults, underscore children's
particular receptiveness to
advertising by the tobacco
industry. Newports and other
menthol cigarettes, for

instance, are widely marketed
to blacks.
Danny McGoldrick,
research director of the
Tobacco-Free Kids Campaign
in \Vashington , noted that
Marlboro, Newport and Camel
are the three most heavily
advertised brands of cigarettes
generally. The brands' heavy
use by kids tracks with the scale
of their makers' advertising
budgets, he said. By contrast,
none of the three brands command the market share of
adults that they do among
younger smokers. That suggests that youths are more likely than adults to be swayed by
advertising, Mc('-,oldrick said. A
survey that measured strong
recall of such ads by young
people underscores the same
point, he said.
For younger teen-agers, the
yearly national survey found
that marijuana remained the
illegal drug most commonly
used. Seven percent of those
age 12 to 17 said they had used
marijuana in the past month.

PhilippineMuslimrebelsrelease
SouthAfricanhostage
JOLO, Philippines (AP) - Muslim rebels freed a South
African man on Monday, leaving six foreigners and 12 Filipinos
still in guerrilla hands on a remote Philippine island. "I'm over
the moon" with happiness, said South African Callie Strydom,
who had been held captive since April. "It's a different world out
here." Strydom's wife, Monique , was freed Sunday by the Abu
Sayyaf rebels, along with three French women and a German
m~n, after Libya agreed to pay $1 million for each, negotiators
said. The hostages were to be flown later Monday to Tripoli to
meet with Libyan leader Moammar Gadhafi. Libya has longstanding ties to Muslim rebels in the mostly Catholic
Philippines . Libyan Ambassador Saleem Adam dismissed allegations that his country was trying to improve its intern ationa l
image by bankrolling the ransom .

Studyfindseducationlinkedto
post-heartattacksunrival
AMSTERDAM (AP) - Highly educated people are more
likely to be alive a year after suffering a heart attack than those
whose schooling ended after 12 years, new research suggests. An
international study presented Sunday found that heart attack survivors with higher socioeconomic status and better jobs did better than poorer ones in each of the nine countries examined. The
study also found that socioeconomic status mattered more in
some countries than others. The study, presented at the opening
of a four-day conference of the Europe _an Society of Cardiology,
used education as an indicator of socioeconomic status . In the
United States, Australia and Poland, _the highly educated didn 't
have much of an edge, the study satd. But in Italy, Sweden and
Britain, they were much more likely to make it than those who
had left school earlier, the study by scientists at Duke University
Medical Center found.

College student causes $72 billion stock loss
NEAL BECTON

The Washington Post

LOS ANGELES - A 23-year-old
community college student was arrested
and charged with fraud Thursday for
allegedly issuing a bogus press release
that caused Emulex Corp . stock to lose
more than $2 billion in value in several
hours of trading last week.
Mark S. Jakob allegedly made several
transactions that yielded more than
$241,000 in profits last Friday, authorities said. His apprehension at his parent's
home was a swift development in a case
that stunned and captivated Wall Street,
demonstrating how vulnerable the markets have become in the Internet age to
phony news and stock manipulation.
Arlcl\driti'es'hid Jakob, until :recently
an employee of a press release distribu;f 1
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tion service called Internet Wire, used
the company to issue a phony statement
that, when picked up by several news services, sent Emulex stock tumbling. The
stock recovered most of its value after the
hoax was revealed. Investigators said
they learned within hours of the stock's
plunge that the perpetrator had used a
computer at El Camino Community
College the night before to instruct
Internet Wire to issue the phony press
release. They focused on Jakob after
determining he routinely traded Emulex
stock and had suffer major losses the previous week.
"Those who seek to destroy the
integrity of the marketplace and who
seek to make illegal profits should understand that we will identify you and we
will prosecute you," said U.S. Attorney
Alejandro N. Mayorkas.

"Anyone who would use the Internet
to commit a crime should also under-

stand one thing: Do not count on the
anonymity of the Internet to serve as a
shield for your illegal conduct,"
Mayorkas said.
Federal prosecutors charged Jakob
with securities and wire fraud. He faces
up to 15 years in prison. The SEC filed a
civil suit against Jakob, alleging he violated the antifraud provision of the
Securities Act of 1933. Among other
things, the agency wants Jakob to foreit
his profits and to be prohibited from
"future antifraud violations." Regulators
and market analysts warned that the case
underscores a new reality about investing
in the Internet Age: The swift spread of
information that so often helps investors
make informed bets can also be used to
manipulate or con them.

Gorefocuseson prescription
drugplan duringspeech
WASHINGTON (AP) - Al Gore is opening a weeklong
focus on health care by telling older voters that his plan for prescription drug coverage is a winner for them
while Republican rival George W Bush's
approach is antifamily. Gore headed
Monday for Tallahassee, Fla ., and a roundtable discussion with seniors in a key electoral state as part of the Democratic presidential nominee's effort to res\ilapethe cam[,
paign debate. Polls have suggested that voters
view Gore as the candidate more
likely to boost the nation's health
care system, and his campaign was '
moving on a number of fronts to
put the issue front and center. In Florida, a state
with a large elderly population, Gore has cho~
sen to focus on helping pay for prescription
A-~
drugs, a big worry for many older voters.

~

Fanners'Almanac's'secretformula'predictsmildwinter
DAVID SHARP

----------------

Portland, Maine, for example, recorded its
longest stretch of snowless days - 305 before getting its first measurable snowfall
LEWISTON, Maine (AP) - Keep
onJan. 16.
those mittens, snowblowers and heavy
The effects of La Nina likely were to
coat5 in storage: We might he in for a
blame for the late arrival of snow, said
balmy winter.
Geiger, who noted that the almanac did
The publishers of the Fam,ers'
better in predicting the biggest East Coast
Almanac, using a formula known to only
snowstorm of the season onJan. 24.
two people, predict another moderate winThe National Oceanic and Atmospheric
ter as a follow-up to last year's warmest
Administration also blamed La Nina for
winter Off record.
making the winter the nation's warmest in
"The winter of 2000-01 should get oft:
the 105 years that records have been kept.
to a late start and turn out to be milder
The phenomenon of changing ocean
than average, even less severe than this last
temperatures known as La Nina and El
one," forecaster Caleb Weatherbee writes
Nino, along with the controversy over
in the almanac that hits newsstands
.whether greenhouse gases are causing
Tuesday.
global warming, led to Weatherbee's decla• Editor Peter Geiger admitted that last
ration that he will stick by the almanac's
year'.5prediction - of a stormy November
traditional formula for predicting the
and December to be capped by more than
weather .
a foot of snow at vear's end in the .ivu<lwest
"Many people have asked us if we plan
and Northeast-· was way off the mark.
to alter the 'secret formula' used for proThere actually was a dearth of snow.
AsssociatedPress

ducing our annual weather forecasts. The
answer is an unequivocal 'no,"'
Weatherbee writes in this year's almanac.
After 184 years, some of the almanac's
secrets have spilled: The formula is based
on sunspots, the position of the planets and
tidal action caused by the moon.
Although it isn't always right, the
Farmers' Almanac, along with the Old
Farmer's Almanac published in neighboring New Hampshire, which is 24 years
older, is used to plan outdoor weddings,
cookouts and vacations.
The National Weather Service contends weather can't be predicted with any
certainty so far in advance. But the
Farmers' Almanac says its long-term predictions are right about 80 percent of the
time.
For the record, Weatherbee predicts a
wet fall to be followed by two big
December snowstorms. More snow is predicted, but overall the season will be mild.

GOPVPcandidateCheney
lamentsannedforcesmalaise
WASHINGTON (AP) - Republican vice presidential nominee Dick Cheney concedes that major postCold War cutbacks in the U.S. military
began while he ran the Pentagon. But
he says Democrats have overseen a
slide in recruiting, retention, morale
and combat readiness in the last eight
years. "There is an enormous
amount of evidence out there ... in
terms of readiness and morale, the
problems with recruiting, problems
with retention, that the military is in
trouble today," the former defense secretary said on Sunday's broadcast of
NBC's "Meet the Press." "Cheney already
admitted that military downsizing began
under the Bush-Quayle-Cheney administration," Gore campaign spokesman
.
Douglas Hattaway said in response. "So
,.
either Cheney doesn't know what he's
talking about, or they can't get their story
together on the military."

\'ft

New
MissTeenUSAnamed
SHREVEPORT, La. (AP) - The new Miss Teen USA drew

0

norda's

thunderous applause after she was asked to describe men with
three words. Jillian Parry, of Newtown, Pa., said Saturday that
men are always "causing trouble, being confusing while still
being irresistible." A little wordy, but the audience of 3,500 loved
it. Parry, 18, won more than $150,000 in cash, jewelry, clothes
and cosmetics, along with a new Pontiac Firebird convertible.
After her one-year stint as Miss Teen USA, she wants to study
law. Teens from all 50 states and the District of Colum~ia competed in the contest.
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Vinsonhaler said.
Research does not just mean scientific experiments in a laboratory,
Kinkead said.
"Research is an umbrella term to
describe all kinds of inquiry faculty
do on campus," she said.
Producing a sculpture or writing a
piano composition are considered
research, Kinkead said.
This is an advantage to USU students because "in teaching, our faculty are practitioners of their discipline.
They are engaged in discovery and
inquiry and our students will get the
benefits," she said.
Students cai;i.benefit by being
involved in undergraduate research,
Kinkead said.
"Those are the kind of skills
employers and graduate schools are
looking for. When they leave USU
they should have more than just their
GPA, they should have hands-on
experience," she said.

LAB TECHNICIAN Harold Winger tests for toxins at the
USU Veterinarian Diagnostic Laboratory. The lab is one of
the university's many research centers. /T J Bitters photo

► OPPORTUNTIY
From Page 1
same education in my counfunding received over the
goals.
The students are here to
try."
years.
study everything from jourThe students were part of
The program represents
nalism to business, with most
a group of 2 50 students from
the dedication of the
in civil, electrical or computer
throughout the country
Dominican Republic governengineering programs. They
named presidential scholars
ment to educate, Petersen
are aware their college expeby the former president of
said. At a farewell dinner for
rience will be somewhat more
their country, Leonel
the students in July, President
serious than that of their
Fernandez Reyna, for
Fernandez said "education is
excelling in academics, said
the key to the success of the
peers.
Guacayarima Sosa
USU Provost Craig Petersen.
Dominican Republic,"
Machado, one of l 0
Most boast general
students working
scores in the high
toward a master's
90th percentile. In
degree, is carrying a
July, all presidential
class load of 16 credit
scholars applied to be
hours this semester and
part of this program;
will take 18 in the
the best students
spring. Machado and
among them were
the other graduate stuselected to participate.
dents will be in the
"They are the top
United States for two
of the top," he said.
years, Petersen said .
"Really, we've got
Although she has a
some of the very best
,. degree as a lawyer,
students here."
Machado said she's glad
USU has a long
to be in the United
history of relations
States to earn her maswith the Dominican
_ter's degree in business
Republic. For a numadministration because
ber of years the
the education is better
University has had
here.
faculty \forking on
The students are
projects dealing with
THE SEAL OF THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
excited by the opportueconomic developnity, though it doesn't
ment in the Dominican
Petersen said.
come without drawbacks.
Republic, mostly in water
The Dominican Republic
"The only thing I don't
resources. With this prior
relationship as a basis, the
is a middle-income developlike is that I itch," Rodriguez
Dominican Republic governing country, primarily depensaid. "It is too dry. All the
dent on agriculture, trade and
time I itch. But it doesn't
ment approached USU with
the idea to send students
services, especially tourism,
matter, I am glad to be here."
according to a U .S.
Many of the students are
here. In May the country sent
Department of State report.
also homesick, Machado said.
three representatives, includThese alone won't be enough
The people at USU, however,
ing the secretary of state, to
USU to work out the details
to sustain the fragile growth
are helping make the prospect
trend the country has experiof spending years away from
for the program.
enced since 1995.
home and family more pleasWhen all was said and
• According to a World
ant, she said.
done, it was agreed 23 undergraduate, l O master's program
Bank Group report, the
"I like the people.
Dominican Republic's ecoEveryone is nice here,'' said
and five doctorate program
nomic potential hinges on an
Machado, who has visited
students would be sent to
increase in foreign relations
New York and Florida in preearn degrees at USU and be
and improving the business
vious trips to the United
given room and board for
$1.4 million. Part of the
climate. Sending students to
States. "They try and get to
USU was part of the counknow you and are just so
money was offered by USU
try's efforts achieve these
t!'.'iendly."
in recognition of research

UNC opens residence
SARAH YAWN

University of North Carolina

CHAPEL HILL, N.C.
(TMS)For nearly two centuries, men at the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill
have coveted room assignments
in Old East or Old West, the
oldest dormitories at the
nation's first public university.
Now, with women moving
in this fall - the first time in
the 207-year-old institution's
history- the campus is conflicted by both its break with
tradition and its eagerness to
reflect a progressive environment that embraces men and
women.
The gender integration has
also kicked up controversy
about the merits of single-sex
versus coeducational housing.
It's a debate being watched
carefully by officials on other
campuses where same-sex
housing is closely linked to tradition. How UNC handles the
integration is likely to affect
other colleges and universities
interested in making similar
changes.
The conflict started a couple
of years ago when two students
- David Jernigan, former
president of the campus' residential housing association,
and Emily Williamson, the
campus' former student body

hall to women

vice fresident - floated a proposa to move women into Old
East and Old West, which were
opened in 1793 and 1822
respectively.
The suggestion resulted in a
flurry of both supportive and
angry letters and e-mail from
students and alumni to university administrators and student
publications. In the end, school
officials_agreed to make the
conversion.
"I believe that integrating
women continues a more
important tradition of progressive equality at Carolina,"
Williamson said. "The tradition of admitting only men to
live in Old East and Old West
was based on historic discrimi nation against women by the
university ."
But critics of the plan, such
as David Sutton, a sen1or who
served as president of Old
West during the 1999-00
school year, said the university
had little choice but to accept
the plan or risk looking sexist.
He maintains that there hasn't
been much of a need to convert the housing from same-sex
to coed and suggests some
women took a relatively rec ent
interest in living in the two historic dormitories because they
wanted to make a very public
point.
"I don't think single -sex

(housing) is an evil," Sutton
said. "I think that it's a very
important alternative, and it
can be very conducive to a
healthy lifestyle for people who
desire that type of dorm life.
"For any single-sex dorm,
you can say, 'Oh, it's not fair
that either women or men
don't get to live there,'" he
continued. "But by that logic,
we should have no single-sex
dorm anywhere in any college
in the entire country So I
think the logic apjiied was
pretty ridiculous .
School officials are gradually
phasing women into the dormitories . Women will live in
only a few portions of each
building this academic year.
More will be allowed to enter
in time for the 2001-02 school
year.
Sutton knows he 'll be gone
by then , but said he's trying to
get used to the idea that
women will be making their
homes amid the pine floors and
vaulted ceilings where only
men have been allowed to
tread once visiting hours are
over .
"It's almost like a fraternity,"
he said. "But when you take
into account the fact that some
women truly do feel oppressed,
I think that outweighs the
brotherhood factor by a little
bit."

Riley said.
Though the announcement of Emert's resignation
came just days
after the end of
Spring
Semester,
De Vilbiss said
the intention
was not to
exclude students
from the
process.
The committee waited until
the start of Fall
GEORGE H.
Semester so students could be more involved
with the decision, De Vilbiss
said.
To incorporate feedback
from the USU community,
the committee has scheduled
a series of meetings for
those who would like to
share their opinions on the
presidential search process.
The bulk of the constituent meetings will be held
on Thursday. The committee
said this will be the time for
students, faculty and staff,
members of the community
and alumni to express what
they want in a leader .
"The search committee is
genuinely interested in
receiving as much input as
we can get from any interested group or individual,"
Hanks said.
Riley said he is interested
in what all of the Utah State
community has to say, but is
particularly concerned about
the opinions of the student
body.
"The more input we can
get, the better, because I am
only one student," Riley said.
"This will be a meeting
where the students' voice will
count."

Cecelia H. Foxley, Utah
commissioner of Higher
Education and chief executive officer to the
Board of Regents, is
aware the USU
community would
like to know who is
in the running for
the position, but
will not release any
names.
"Many of the
best qualified candi dates won't apply if
EMERT it's publicly known,
because it causes
them to be at risk at their
home institutions," she said.
If names were released to
the public, Foxley said some
of the candidates ' current
institutions would question
their loyalty or would think
the candidates are dissatisfied
in their current uositions.
Hanks, however , said this
policy can present a problem.
_Without contacting the candidates' current institutions,
it's difficult to get quality
information on prospective
presidents.
The position was adver tised July l, requesting nominations . Though no deadline
has been set, the committee
will begin reviewing applications in September .
The committee will pick
about 12 candidates to inter view and review as a group .
Of those 12, five will be
referred to the Board of
Regents for the final decision. Foxley said they hope
the position will be filled by
Jan. l, but will not put a
deadline before quality.
Students are encouraged
to e-mail Riley with their
opinions at
aspres@cc. usu. edu.

Firstmulticultural
sorority
in theWestheadsbackEast
LARA GALE

Copy Editor

The newest sorority at Utah
State University is about to
become an official chapter of its
national organization.
Three sisters from Theta Nu
Xi, a multicultural sorority that
introduced itself to the university lastspring, is traveling to
North Carolina today to attend
the organization's second annual
convention, where it will submit
an application to become a fullfledged chapter.
"By the ti.me they come
back, we'll be able to do activities and fund raisers, we'll just
have more ability to do the
things we want to do, " said
Sandy Eng, president of the
soon-to-be chapter.
All the sisters of Theta Nu
Xi are required to perform at
least six hours of service every
week and report on it at the end
of the montli. Fund raisers and
activities are on the schedule fur
the near future, Eng said,
including a project to work with
Logan City to become mentors
to troubled teens who have
been convicted in juvenile
court.

T~ month the sorority is
raising money for Walk as One ,
a national event held at the end
of September in Salt Lake City
meant to increase awareness of
what different cultures have to
offer. The profit will go toward
funding a camp fur underprivileged children and will be
geared toward teaching kids
about diversity - which is what
Theta Nu Xi is all about.
'We want to bring another
culture to students of the university," said April Yap, vice
president of Theta Nu Xi. "We
want to show what other cultures have to offer. It's about
sharing more than anything ."
Theta Nu Xi is a corporation
rather than a member of the
Greek Society, Eng said.
Though it joins the campus
with the same spirit as other
sororities, the multicultural
sorority will remain independent of the Panhellenic organization. This has caused some
discord among members of
other sororities, but Eng said
for the most part everyone has
been welcoming . She said she
expects relations will continue
to improve as the organization
becomes more established.

Cantpus officer
a-warded for nterit
UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY

Media Relations

Sgt . Steve Milne of the
Utah State University
Police Department was
recently presented the
Award of Merit by the
International
Association of
Campus Law Enforcement
Administration
at an annu al conference held in
Boston.
Milne received the award
for his service during an
investigation of a series of
rape and sexual assault
crimes committed during
the 96-97 school year. He
was recognized for his ability to gain the trust of the
alleged victims to testify
against Stacey Waggoner in
court and for the sacrifices
he made after a three-year
investigation of these cases.
The first rape trial
ended in an acquittal .
Several alleged victims

were not able to testify in
the case because of case la w
in Utah . Because of this
the department was unsure
how tnose women would
react about further trials.
"Because of the confidence they had in Sgt.
Milne, they were anxious to
pursue the charges," said
USU Police Chief Steven
Mecham .
The victims were able to
testify in the second rape
case in April 1998 under a
new ruling of the Utah
Supreme Court. This time
the trial ended in a guilty
verdict.
The third trial involved
the first victims and was an
acquaintance assault where
only the victims and the
perpetrator were present.
Be ca use of the preparation
Milne and the prosecutor's
office, the case ended in a
convictions that sentenced
Waggoner 15 years to life .

jBriefs
Nominees
needed
Utah State University
is seeking nominations
for the 200 l Honorary
Degree and
Distinguished Service
Award and for a 2002
commencement speaker .
Honorary Degree
nominees should have
shown sustained activity
of uncommon merit and
scholarship or achieved a
major breakthrough in a
scholarly field.
Distinguished service
award nominees should
be USU graduates who
have demf'lnstrated significant service, beyond the
expectation of their
careers or professions, to
USU or in the community.
A commencement
speaker should be an
accomplished individual
capable of attracting a
large audience for the
ceremonies. He or she
wou ld need to have
achieved a national or
international reputation .
Nominations should
be sent with qualifying
background and documentation of achievements to Chair,
Honorary Degrees and
Awards Screening
Committee, University
Advancement, Utah State
University, Logan UT
84322-1440 by Sept. 30.

Gymnastics
classesoffered
Gymnastics classes are
available this semester at
USU through the
Continuing Education
program. The classes,
offered for beginner
through advanced level
gymnasts, will be worth
one credit .
The emphasis for the
classes is on tumb ling, but
skills from other Olympic
events are taught as well .
These classes are offered
Monday and Wednesday at
10:30 a.m. and Tuesday
and Thursday at 11 a.m .
Also offered is a class in
Methods of Teaching
Gymnastics, which will
teach students basic and
intermediate gymnastics
skills. USA Gymnastics
certifications are available
in this three-credit class,
offered Mondays and
Wednesdays at 11 :30 a.m .
For more information,
call the Continuing
Education office at 7973104 .

Showhighlights
Heritage
Week
Sinners and saints, activists
and midwives are featured in
a free lecture at the American
West Heritage Center
Saturday at 12:30 p .m., as
part of a week-long celebration of the Western woman.
Other free activities include a
soap-making demonstration
at 11:30 a.m. today and
Saturday and an art show featuring the work of modern
Western women artists
through Saturday.
The American West
Heritage Center is a combined effort of Utah State
U Diversity and the American
West Heritage Foundation .
Ut ah Arts and
Humanities Counc il speaker
Colleen Whitley, an adjunct
professor at Brigham Young
University, will highl ight the
lives of 18 outstanding, but
often unnoted Utah women,
in her presentation .
"Our visitors will be in
for a treat, " said Executive
Director Ronda Thompson.
"This slide show and lecture
illustrates some of the many
ways that women influenced
the settling and shaping of
the West ."
Fine arts on display during the week include paintings, photography, pottery,
quilts and needle arts.
·
USU
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Cache County residents
"7ill vote on transit tax
LOGAN(AP) November ballots in some
Cache County communities
will include a proposed boost
in the sales rax to provide bus
service north and south of
Logan.
The Logan Transit District,
which has been funded by a
quarter -cent tax on retail sales
since 1992, has one of the
highest levels of ridership in
the nation, but its buses stop at
the city line.
That irks some residents in
bordering towns such as North
Lo?.an and River Heights.
'They say, 'VJhy can't we
get bus service'"' Smithfield
City Manager JimGass told
The Salt Lake Tribune. '"We
shop m Logan, we pay that
quarter cent, but we get nothing for it."'
Last week, Hyde Park,
Providence, River Heights and
Smithfield put a quarter -cent
sales tax measure on the Nov. 7
ballot. The Cache County
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Council did the same for residents of three small stretches
of unincorporated land straddling U.S. 91.
In addition, the Richmond
City Council is scheduled to
vote Sept. 5, and councils m
North Logan, Millville, Nibley
and Hyrum on Sept. 7.
That's cuning it close to the
Sept. 8 deadline to get measures on the fall ballot, but
Gas s, who is also executive
director of the Cache
Metropolitan Planning
Or?.anization, is confident .
'I'm going to be very surpr ised if they don't all go
along."
If a city votes down the sales
tax at the ballot box, the buses
will not stop there .
If the tax is approved, the
Cache Valley Transit District
would contract with the Logan
Transit District - which in
turn contracts with Laidlaw
Corp. for its operation - to
run three regular county routes

and three _paratransit buses.
Buses from both systems
would use the same downtown
Logan transit center , scheduled
to be built next year, and would
operate essentially as one system.
Cache Valley's system would
serve mainly commuters travel ing to and from the biggest
employers, such as Utah State
University and food-processing
and meatpacking plants ranging from Richmond to Hyrum.
Ron Bushman, Logan's new
transit manager, said the district has one of the highest ridership levels m the nation,
averaging 38 passengers per
bus per liour, according to
l 997 statistics. The national
average that year was 15, and
UT& bus system had 27 passengers per bus per hour.
The Logan district's bus
rides are free. The $1.3 million
collected from Logan's quartercent sales tax pays for the
entire operation .

•Hospita l Scrubs
•Blow Guns & Accessories
•Survival Gear, Food , Water & Suppl ies
•Tents, Sleeping Bags & Blankets
•Military Boots & Camouflage Clothing
•Dutch ovens w ith all Accessor ies
•Rope
•Foam
•Netting
•Duffles
•Bags
•Backpacks
•Biker Leather
•Knives, Swords & Martial Arts Items
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Singin ' tunes

..

PETER BRIE NHO L T and Big Parade perform for students in
the TSC as part of Week of Welcome./ Zak Larsen photo
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Weknowcollegeisn'tcheap.
That'swhyyou needfreechecking.
[E-Z]_£
.
~ =Jreec..hechn!l
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At Bank of Utah we understand that you have enough to worry about with term
papers to write, finals to take and tuition to pay. You need your banking to be simple,
convenient, and cheap. You need EZChecking. EZChecking is free-and with Online
Banking, ATMsand convenient locations, you have access to your account anytime
day or night. That's checking co llege style! Call today or stop by a branch near you
for info or to open an account .

1-800-516-5559

or visit us on the web at WWW .bankofutah.com

BANKof UTAH
Logan
5 East 1400 North
Logan 84341
(435) 752-7102
Member FDIC

Providence
121N. Springc reek Pkwy.
Providence 84332
(435) 752-7198

Tremonton
25 North Tremont Street
Tremonton 84337
(435) 257-3613

Brigham City
80 East800 South
Brigham City 84302
(435) 723-9313
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Friday
Movie
Midnight Movie
Cache Valley 3
Next to Cache Valley Mall
midnight
Box office open at 6:30 p.m.
$4.50
797-2912 for more information

Amusement Park
Aggie WOW Night
Cache Valley Fun Park
255 E. 1770 North
6 to 11 p.m.
$3.25 with USU ID (includes skates)
Laser Tag $1.75
797-2912 for more information
KIM JASINGER plays Maggie O' Conner, a divorced nurse whose neice posesses healing powers, in 'Bless the Child.' /Movieweb.com photo

Forget 'Bless the Child'; battle of good
and 1evil more interesting in church

Directed by Chuck
M;, memories of "Bless the
Russell ("Eraser," "The
Child I are extreme blurry,
Andy
Travis
Mask"), "Bless the Child"
and I can't decide i it's
stars Kim Basinger as Maggie
because I didn't wear my
Morgan
Call
O'Conner - a aivorced
glassesthroughnurse who
out the entire
lives a-solifilm or because
tary,,.pr~i~I
I was harboring
life.
a cold so severe
He, world changes when her heroina week-long bout with the Ebola virus
addiced sister Jenna (Angela Bettis)
looked rather cheery.
shows up unexpectedly with her 9-dayActually, the blurring resulted from the
Andy
D
old child.
brain cells I was losing each second as I
Jenra disappears, and the child, Cody
ingested this boring, ho-hum religious
(Holliston Coleman), is left in Maggie's
thriller. Let me put it this way: Smoking
care. Wflearn Cody is gifted and desmarijuana looks almost as threatening as
tined to bless the world with her powers. Cody is also
drinking grape Kool-Aid compared to the danger of viewthe chiVd of a cult 1:nophecy.
ing this flick.
Enter Eric Stark (Rufus Sewell). Stark is a cult leader
Viewing "Bless the Child" made me wonder why any
who wants to turn little Cody to the dark side and use
actor would choose a part in such shoddy entertainment to
her powers for evil. In the ensuing conflict, Maggie
showcase her abilities and skills - most of which are lost
must stop Stark from executing his nefarious plan and
in the cinematic befuddlement.
Cody before Easter Eve.
Look at Kim Basinger. She won a best supporting actress
All good movies about the occult must possess two
Oscar in 1997 for her work in "L.A. Confidential."1he first
elements: shock
movie she completed since then, last May's " I
value and interDreamed of Africa," put her on shaky ground,
esting characand here she falters as the maligned and protecters. W~en I see
tive Maggie O' Conner; her honow portrayal
mO\ies 'like this,
makingner nothing but a pretty face. Call it postI want to be disOscar aementia, but the former "9 1/2 Weeks"
turbed/ Stark's
queen flops hard-core in "Bless the Child."
;;;,.-The Statesman 's best guess about who
murdering band
Basinger is not the only performer who
would like this film - and who wouldn 't.
of drug-addict self-destructs in this film. Jimmy Smits, from teleed
vision's "NYPD Blue" and "L.A. Law," hardly
If Satan is your pal
Scientol~gists
makes any noi se as Special Agent John Travis.
were ne,tfier
He had better trust portraying Bail Organa
If God is your friend
disturbing nor
(Princess Leia's adopted father) in "Star Wars:
interesting.
Episode Two" will pay better dividends than his
Sure, they ran
current box office choic e.
If you want to be scared
around killing
Don't let me forget Christina Ricci, either.
children; Starl<
This young actress has gained notori ety since
If you liked "9 1/2 Weeks"
even set fire to
starring in "T he Adams Family" and appearing in
a vagrant just to
other, more serious roles in films lik e "T he Ice
for the same reason we did
prove a point.
Storm," "The Opposite of Sex" and last year's
But the film
Tim Burton thriller, "Sleepy Hollow." But the
delivered all of
repercussions of choosing a role as shallow as
this content dumbed down enough to be a two -part
she plays in "Bless the Child," though her time on screen is
miniseries on CBS.
short-lived, may be significantly far-reaching.
The good guys weren't much better than the bad
What were these celebr ities thinking when they affirmed
guys. While Basinger delivered a decent performance,
their allegiance
"Bless the Child" painted itself into a corner when its
to the zilfionth
creators decided to make Cody autistic. Even in the
version of the
best of movies,it's difficult for viewers to understand or
classic fight
relate to an autistic character. It's even more difficult to
betw een good
act the part. Dustin Hoffman pulled it off ("Rain Man"),
and evil? l have
but the challenges of portraying Cody were too much
no clue. Perhaps
for young Coleman. Her plate -spinning performance
it was the payfell flat.
j
check. May? e it
The premise of "Bless the Child" had potential, but
was something
the movi e fell short of the mark in every wax. No condeeper that got
cept is more time -honored than the basic, biblical conlost on the eaitflict between good and evil. "Bless the Child" draws
ing floor (like
heavily from the Bible, attempting to recreate Lucifer 's
the entire plot).
temptations of Christ in a more modern, equal-opportuBetter yet,
n ity setting.
what was I
Still, despite what should have been a guaranteed
thinking when I
formula, the story wasd·ust plain unimaginativ e. The
forked over
plot was Swiss-cheese with holes too numerous to
$6.75 to see this
count, and the special effects were mostly silly. It
lackluster "Sixth
ended up playing out like Cliff's Notes on the N ew
Sense"
Testament.
wannabe?
Halfway through the film I found myself doodling on
Take my
my notepad and contemplating something much more
advi ce. If you
frightening than ~he film - my mind was focused on
want to partake
an odd foot odor that seemed to be pervading the
of religion or
entire theater. '
good and evil,
In short, "Bl~ss the Child" is a boring, halfheart ed
go to church
attempt at retelling a story that, in this case, is better
fhis Sunday. It's
BLESS THE CHILD is yet anot her version
told by tired old preachers in dusty churches across the
free and pro~ably of the age -old battle between good and evil.
world.
~ore entertain- Holliston Coleman plays a young girl caught
Save your money for the collection plate.
mg.
in the middle./Movie\\eb.com photo
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Saturday
Dance Auditions
Ballroom Dance Company
HPER, Room 201
9:30 a.m.
No experience or partner required
Women: dress or skirt
Men: slacks and ties

Partyand LiveMusic
Featuring Woodly Bog, Dissonance,
Public Disorder and Downplay
The Blacklist
339 N. Main
Doors open at 5:30 p.m.
Show starts at 6 p.m.
No drugs, alcohol or violence
797-2912 for more information

Monday
Volleyball
ASUSU "Take on the Team"
Beach volleyball tournament against
USU women's volleyball team
thecrew@cc.usu.edu
for more information

Tuesday
PhysicsColloquium
"Making Waves at
Terahertz Frequencies"
USU Physics department
CASS Conference Room
SER, Room 250
3:30 p.m.
free
http://www.physics.usu.edu/dept.htm
or 797-7852 for more information

Wednesday
Artist Lectureand Reception
"Ethnocentric Dinosaur"
Koichi Yamamoto
Art faculty exhibition
Nora Eccles Harrison Museum of Art
7 to 8 p.m.
free
797- 1414 for more information
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Label says Latin Granunys are biased against Mexican artists .
ALISA VALDES-RODRIGUEZ

LosAngeles Times
LOS ANGELES Reflecting long-standing tensions in the Latin music community, the head of Fonovisa
- the largest independent
Latin music label in the
United States - is criticizing
the new Latin Grammy
Awards, alleging a bias against
Mexican regional artists.
Anna Lorena, publicist and
press representative for
Fonovisa, confirmed statements made by the label's
general manager, Gilberto
Moreno, which were published in Los Angeles'
Spanish language newspaper
La OpinionTuesday.
Moreno said that the label
will not support the new
Latin Grammy Awards, which
will be held at Staples Center
downtown on Sept. 13.
Moreno has accused the

for best banda performance;
Ana Barbara, Conjunto
Primavera and Los
Temerarios for best grupero
performance; and Los Tigres
de! Norte for best norteno
performance.
No Mexican regional acts
from any label are nominated
in the major categories,
including album, record and
song of the year.
The number of Fonovisa
nominees strikes the label as
too low given their status as
the leading Mexican regional
label in the world.
Sony Discos - the largest
Latin label - and its subsidiaries, meanwhile, have
nominees in virtually every
category, and fairly often they
even have more than one.
Fonovisa representatives
are also upset because, as
reported in the current issue
of Billboard magazine, the
Latin Grammy telecast,

Latin Academy of Recording
Arts & Sciences, which produces the Latin Grammys, of
ignoring Mexican regional
stars in favor of artists associated with Sony Music's labels
and Miami-based producer
and Sony executive, Emilio
Estefan.
"This is a party between
Emilio Estefan and Sony,"
Moreno cold La Opinion.
"This is an Estefan event, and
we don't want to take our
artists to a show like that ....
(The Latin Grammys) definitely don't represent Latin
artists at all."
Fonovisa has urged its
artists not to attend the Latin
Grammys ceremony.
The label has only five
artists nominated, among the
estimated 200 nominees in 40
Latin Grammy categories.
All the Fonovisa artists are
in the Mexican regional field,
including Banda El Recodo

scheduled for prime time on
CBS, does not have any
Mexican regional artists
scheduled to perform - even
though Mexican regional
sales make up approximately
60 percent of the U.S. Latin
music market.
Artists and academics have
long complained that the
popular Mexican regional
genres are overlooked by
many in the Latin music
industry because the music'is
viewed as quaint, or corny,
and is associated with working-class Mexican immigrants.
The Tigres de! Norte
Foundation, created by the
hugely popular group, recently donated half a million dollars to UCLA to help combat
stereotypes about Mexican
folk music genres. UCLA
ethnomusicology professor
Steve Loza says flatly that the
Latin industry's disdain for
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Mexican regional music and
preference for pop artists
such as Ricky Martin is classist and racist.
According to former
Billboard magazine
Caribbean bureau chief John
Lannen, Fonovisa has long
complained about not being
fairly represented in the Latin
categories in the regular
Grammy Awards, and says
this newest complaint is a
continuation of bad blood
between the academies and
the label.
"They always have a great
showing on the Billboard
charts, with great artists,"
Lannert said Tuesday of
Fonovisa, which is the world's
largest Mexican regional
label. "So they've got a legitimate reason to be upset. But
you have to ask whether
they're signing up their artists
and voting in the Grammy
process. It's the old thing, if

you don't vote, you can't /
conplain."
~ony and Estefan, Lannert
said, are more organized than
Fonovisa is when it comes to
gettiJtg their artists and colleagues signed up and then
rallying them around their
artists.
But Moreno has said his
label's concerns are not limit ed to thtir artists. They are
rather ce1tered on the sense
that the Latin Grammys are
not adeqmtely representing
the reality of Latin music, he
said.
Moreno says that by featuring performers such as
Jennifer LoJez and 'N Sync
in the Latin Grammy telecast,
the Latin Academy is ignoring the fact that approximately 60 percent of Latin music
sales in the l:nited States are
of Mexican r~ional genres
such as the ra1chera, banda
and norteno genres.

'The Replacements'
mirrors Reeves' career
ANDY MORGAN

Staff writer

"The Replacements" comes
off like a tale told by a drunken ·
uncle at Thanksgiving hyped up and glossed over, but
slightly more entertaining
GradeC+
than, say, watching Grandma
fish her teeth out of the gravy.
Think of your own acting
I'm always amazed when a
career and there's yrur characdirector can salvage a movie
ter."
despite the fact it stars the
This happy coincidence,
remarkably untalented Keanu
coupled with a suppodng cast
Reeves. Reeves' previous film,
of fresh and interestin~ actors,
"The Matrix," left me mentally almost saves the film fiom
exhausted - one-half of my
itself. If you enjoyed "Any
brain working to follow the
Given Sunday," or anymovie
story, the other struggling to
with a plot, "The
understand his repugnant pres- Replacements" might ~sapence in an otherwise well-craft- point you, though the football
ed film.
sequences are better t.1ianthe
Fortunately for "The
flashing, garbled ima~ry porReplacements," Reeves is pertrayed by Oliver Store.
fectly suited for the role he
"The Replacernen::s"doesplays of a two-dimensional has- n't attempt to be dee, or
been. You sense he relates perbelievable. It doesn'tcare about
sonally to the character of
character development. Instead
Shane Falco, a quarterback
it seeks only to entettain using
who never quite cut it in the
the perennial formuli of
big leagues and is currently
pubescent rowdiness found in
supporting himself by scraping
movies like "Animal House,"
the gunk off other people's
"Police Academy," "fhe Water
yachts. I can almost hear direcBoy," etc.
tor Howard Deutch saying,
"The Replacemetts " finds
"Here's how you play Falco:
moderate salvation i1 its characters, who are rich in fresh,
slaphappy, live-for-t1emoment energy.
Performances by Orlando
Jones, Jon Favreau, Rhys Hans
and others almost kept me
from noticing I was being
insulted by a lame pbt - a
plot that, for starters, assumes
every professional player who
strikes is a greedy thu:r, andthe
world is full of scabs ;ho can
achieve victory in the playoffs
in just a few short games.
Instead of following the
story, I found myself wonde.ring which character would be
next to take center stage and
do something funny. If you
have a weakness for collisions,
low humor and stripper-cheerleaders (things this movie provides in spades), you will enjoy
"The Replacements."
If not, you probably don't
like football anyway - avoid
them both.
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Meet Fox's
new king
CLAUDIA ELLER

Los Angeles Times

HOLLYWOOD - Jim
Gianopulos is a virtual
unknown in Hollywood. And
yet he just became one of the
most powerful executives in
the movie business.
With his recent appointment to become one of two
chairmen of 20th Century
Fox's Filmed Entertainment
group along wlth colleague
Tom Rothman, Gianopulos
joins an elite cadre of studio
bosses empowered to decide
which movies get made and
when, with what talent and at
what cost.
Pretty heady stuff for
someone who has never put
together a single movie or
overseen its development and
production.
"At 6 in the morning I'm
up asking myself, 'Is this really happening?"' says
Gianopulps, 48, a humble
though highly driven executive. Up until three weeks
ago, he had been in charge of
Fox's international theatrical
business - selling movies and
videos outside the United
States for the last six years.
Before that, he headed the
studio's worldwide pay-TV
operations.
I--Jisascension to the top

movie job - despite his lack
of direct movie-production
experience - underscores the
growing significance of the
overseas market to
Hollywood studios, especially
when their owner is as globally minded as Fox's mediagiant parent News Corp., run
by Rupert Murdoch.
Gianopulos has spent most
of his 20-year career working
on the international side of
the business for companies
that also included Paramount
Pictures, RCA/Columbia
Pictures and Carolco
Pictures.
As president of 20th
Century Fox International, he
helped rebuild the studio's
moribund global division into
a distribution powerhouse
that for the last three years
has genetated annual foreign
box-office revenue in excess
of $1 billion.
Bill Mechanic, who preceded Gianopulos and
Rothman and was recently
fired over strained relations
with Murdoch, came from a
similar discipline, having
worked for years as head of
Disney's international business. Mechanic had worked
► SEE FOX
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'Fish' good ,novie,
unfortunate
title
KEVIN THOMAS

Los Angeles Times

If you can get past the
stay-away title of the year,
"Smiling Fish and Goat on
Fire/ you'll find an endearing little picture hiding
behind it. ,
Chris (Derick Martini)
and rfony (Steve Martini) are
midfro-late--twentysomething brothers, who have
recently lost their parents in
a freeway crash, and for now
are living in the old L.A.
Craftsman cottage in which
they grew up. One of their
grandmothers was halfItalian and half-American
Indian, and she bestowed the
nicknames Smiling Fish and
Goat on Fire on the sunnynatured Chris and the sober
Tony, respectively.
Still, you could wish the
brothers Martini - who
wrote the script with their
director, Kevin Jordan had simply called their
movie "Chris and Tony" for
want of a more inspired title.
At any rate, as adults they've
stayed true to their natures.
Easy-going Chris is an aspiring actor, losing no sleep
over not setting the world
on fire while Tony sticks to
his dull office job and an '
even duller relationship with
his high school girlfriend
(An1y Hathaway) who reacts
to his dogged devotion with
undisguised indifference and
e?en contempt.
Both brothers are about
to meet women who could
change their lives - provid~d they are up to the challenge . Tony meets the gorgeous Anna (Rosemarie
Addeo), an Italian-born animal wrangler for movies and
TV shows, and Chris finds
himself taken with his lovely
postal carrier, Kathy
(Christa Miller), whom he
runs into at an audition for
her young daughter Natalie
(Nicole Rae). Natalie has

u

§

wearing their pants so baggy
and so low on the hips the
boxer shorts underneath were
in plain view . This was supposed to be cool, but it wasn't really.
And now it's even worse.
The females are out to
duel the males for the
"Shared the Most Derriere "
award for Generation X, Y, Z
or whatever they ' re calling
the post-Reaganites these
days.
My guess is the girls are
winning.
However, gals, trust me you are not alone.
I sat behind a guy who
revealed so much of his
backside I tried dialing the
National Enquirer on my cell
phone.
I wanted them to know I
had a real, live Sasquatch
taking notes in front of me in
class. I could have been rich.
Instead, I dry heaved for
more than 45 minutes and
was abducted by the pants
aliens.
They have yet to bring me
home. But you should see my
new pants.

iWALKING
Andy
Morgan

The
semester
of the butt
crack
This semester is a major
milestone for me.
It was eight years ago I
started college. At the time, I
believe Kennedy was leading
the country and Elvis and his
pelvic thrusts were making
millions of women drool like
zombies.
Most of the fol ks who started college with me are
lawyers, doctors or CEOs of
enormous corporations. Me?
I'll be getting my first bachelor's degree this December.
That fact points to one of two
• things: Either I'm incredibly
dumb, or, like a fine wine,
my education has been seasoned with times - in my
case, the passage of nearly a
decade.
Yes, I've been here a long
time. My antiquity is
expressed in greater measure
by my reaction to the clothes
being worn by incoming
freshmen and others with
similar tastes.
Now, far be it from me to
critique another person's
wardrobe, because in my
book you can wear anything
you desire. It's a reflection of
who you are and what you
like.
However, if I have to see
one more female (or male)
butt crack this week I am
going to scream.
There's something strange
going on these days. It seems
fhe purpose of clothes is now
actudlly to cover as Iittle as
possible.
I try not to stare, but I just
can't help it. I feel like I've
driven to the edge of the
Grand Canyon and there is
nothing to gaze upon except
colored rock Even if I look
another direction, it's still
there.
If I were single, I'd grin.
But I'm married; therefore I
turn and flee.
You know exactly what I
mean, don't you?
Chances are, like me,
you've sat in front of a girl
who has no idea she is
putting the local plumber to
shame.
Like me, you are trying to
study the advanced ergonomics of papier-mache and can't
fix your eyes on the chalkboard because you feel like
you're staring down the
Alaskan Pipeline.
I'm supposed to be learning Spanish this semester, but
the only thing that's running
through my mind is Victoria's
Secret's Fall catalogue, the
various colors of Hanes Her
Way and the sporty, yet
diplomatic, look of Jockey for
Her.
I understand most girls
aren't trying to look like porn
stars. They are just following
the fashion of the times.
Nevertheless, the shirts
seem to crawl farther
upstream and the pants and
shorts seem to shrink further
downstream.
A geologist would call this
phenomenon the erosion of
taste. Charles Darwin would
call it "The Origin of the
Idiots." I call it the battle of
the sexes.
A while back, guys started

Andy Morgan is a Senior
majoring in journalism and
can be reached at lordofthejazz@hotmail.com
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jREVIEW
Smiling
Fishand
GoatonFire/GradeB
enjoyed some success back
in Wyoming in TV commercials and stage productions, and Kathy, a single
mother, is letting her daughter give Hollywood a shot.
The brightest spot in
Tony's everyday life is Clive,
who is amusingly played by
Bill Henderson, the veteran
actor and jazz vocalist, who
also contributed to the film's
score. CJjve, the uncle of his
ultra-uptight boss (Wesley
Thompson), is an elderly
pioneer motion picture
sound engineer, mourning
the death of his beloved wife
and nudging Tony to loosen
up and live a little.
Chris and Tony, while different in temperaments, are
sweet-natured, thoughtful
guys, and the film is really a
portrait of them in transition
in the wake of their shared
loss - of how they discover
. within themselves how much
potential they have for
change and growth.
This is a deliberately
modest movie of modest
goals, but having said that,
Jordan, the Martini brothers
and their colleagues are
committed to realizing the
potential for humor, emotion and enlightenment in
its every moment. This is a
film of much gentleness,
tenderness and keen observation into the way laughter
and pain have a way of colliding into each other. It
takes awhile for it to find its
own rhythm, but by the time
it does, you're hooked.
Now if they could just
change that title ....
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Logan's Only Chinese
Food Delivery!
One Menu - One Price - All the Time

"See what we got cookin' in our kitchen,
Cache Valley'sown tiny spicy chicken.
See our new website,you'll be clickin',
Just one bite and you'll be orderin'!"

www.wokonwheels.com
Check out our website for food
descriptions, delivery policies
and prices of all our meals!
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JIM GIANOPULOS, largely unknown as far as Hollywood names go, has recently become one of the
most powerful people in the movie business, thanks to 20th Century Fox./Los Angeles Times photo

ultimately it's about believing
. in the talent of a filmmaker,
translating and executing the
vision with that filmmaker
From Page 7
and bearing the risk of that
execution."
closely with Gianopulos in
resuscitating Fox's onceAs head of international,
demoralized, under-performGianopulos forged close relaing international movie divitionships with such notable
sion, which in the early 1990s
directors as Jim Cameron,
Bobby and Peter Farrelly and
suffered from a lack of product and financial support from Baz Luhrmann, but admittedthe then-financially ailing
ly was just an "observer" of
::--JewsCorp.
the filmmaking process rather
Unlike Rothman, who's
than a participant. But Fox,
well-known from his many
like other studios today, recognizes the importance of
years as a senior-level creative
executive at Fox and other
international business to its
studios, Gianopulos is a
overall revenue stream and
thus would always consult
stranger to many in
Hollywood and unfamiliar
Gianopulos about a project's
with its politics and inner
potential earning power overworkings. But then, the very
seas when deciding whether
instant he was promoted,
to green-light a particular
Gianopulos received as many
movie.
"In today's environment
congratulatory calls as
you can't ignore what at times
Rothman from industry
power brokers who had never
is two-thirds of the business
before dialed his number.
on big films," Gianopulos
says. In many cases, the films
vVhen asked whether he is
in which Gianopulos oversaw
daunted by the inevitable
the international marketing
pressures of the new job
and distribution at Fox more
(Mechanic was ousted after
than doubled their U.S.
some big films lost money),
grosses, including such costly
Gianopulos says: "My experi domestic flops as "The
ence is that everyone finds it
Beach," "Fight Club" and
daunting hecause it's the least
precise, most subjective aspect "Speed 2." Even more modestly budgeted hits such as
of the business. You can do
calculations, read P&Ls (prof- "The Full Monty" and
"William Shakespeare's
it and loss statements), but

►FOX

Ramseysoffer help in solvingmurdercase

Wed., Aug. 30,
Mon. Sept.4, and
Wed. Sept. 6

ERINMCCLA:11

AssociatedPress

all at 1O p.m. at
the
Ogden Ice Sheet.

Call
797-7051
for details.

ATLANTA (AP)-John
and Patsy Ramsey pledged
their cooperation with police
Monday as they arrived at
their lawyer's office to answer
investigators' questions about
the 1996 death of their daughter, JonBenet.
The couple, who now live
in Atlanta, arrived about 8:10
a.m. for the meeting with
police from Boulder, Colo.,
where the 6-year-old beauty
queen was slain in their home
in 1996.

r------------------------:--------------------------....,

NEED A NEW PACK?
• • •

Romeo & Juliet" did substantially more business overseas.
Hanging on Gianopulos'
office wall is a framed poster
in Greek of "Titanic" signed
by director Cameron: "Jim G,
you rule the world! Jim C."
The Fox/Paramount co-production was the highest grossing film of all time, with a
worldwide take of $1.8 billion, of which $1.23 billion
was made overseas.
"Titanic" producer Jon
Landau credits Gianopulos
with "being able to get a
much higher percentage of
gross from international than
any of the other studios." He
also credits Gianopulos with
being the impetus behind the
plan to hold the world premiere of "Titanic" at the
Tokyo Film Festival, which
was a controversial move at
the time but helped create a
huge frenzy prior to the film's
U.S. debut.
Luhrmann, who directed
the hip, modern-day version
of the classic romance
"Romeo & Juliet" and Fox's
upcoming holiday release
"Moulin Rouge," concurs that
Gianopulos' unwavering support of his offbeat movies and
"groundbreaking visions
about the growth of the inter national market" have been of
great value to him as a filmmaker.

GET A WILDMAN

"They say they need our
help. We're here to help,"
Patsy Ramsey said as the couple arrived.
"They may never clear our
names till they find the killer,"
her husband said. "We're not
here to prove our innocence
or clear our name. We're here
to find the killer of our daughter."
Mrs. Ramsey was to go first
in the questioning, followed
separately by her husband. It
was the first time in more than
two years they had faced questions from Boulder authorities. They were questioned
separately in April 1997 and
again in June 1998.
The seven-member investigative team from Boulder
was being led by Police Chief
Mark Beckner, who said the
questioning would focus on
evidence developed over the
past two years and statements
the Ramseys made in their
book, "The Death of
Innocence," which came out

earlier this year.
Some of the new evidence
has come from additional
forensic testing. The testing
has continued since a grand
jury that investigated the c~se
disbanded in October. No
indictments were filed.
Beckner said the Ramseys
are still under suspicion.
"Either they're involved or
they're witnesses," he said.
"They're critical to this investigation. Certainly, there are
going to be some tough questions, but we're not going to
be confrontational. The more
time that passes, the more difficult this is to solve."
The Ramseys' attorney, L.
Lin Wood, called the meeting
"an interrogation, not an
interview." He said he had
advised the Ramseys not to
meet with police because of
"the potential for innocent
people to be caught up in a
web of an overzealous prosecutor and unobjective or less
than objective police officials."
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UNLV spoils Utah State

women's home opener
_J_ASO_N_T_u_RN_E_R
______

Staff writer

It was a tale of two halves
as, unfortunately for the
USU women's soccer team,
the University of Nevada
Las Vegas was able to capitalize on its chances in the
second half en route to a 20 victory over USU at
Tower Field.
After a strong first half in
which the Aggies controlled
the ball and kept the Rebel
defenders on their heels,
UNLV came out strong and
siezed the momentum. The

Rebels enacted revenge for
last year's 2-1 defeat at the
hands of the Aggies.
"We had opportunities
that we didn't capitalize on,"
said USU head coach Stacey
Enos. "We just need to
show people how they're
not where we need them to
be."
UNLV forward Cosette
Joffs got behind the Aggie
defense and found the back
of the net early in the second half. After the Rebels
netted an insurance goal by
midfielder Jessica Chavez,
the Aggies ~tarted to press

By
Aaron

the attack.
With about 12 minutes
to go, forward Amber Tracy
narrowly missed a header
opportunity on Jayme
Gordy's cross. A couple of
minutes later Gordy and fellow forward Brigid Turner
had their shots saved by
Rebel goalie Heidi Hart.
Although Enos said she
was disappointed her team
came out flat in the second
half, she said she was happy
► SEE

Morton
Sports
Editor

Pro soccer
still kicking

Loss
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Women'sSoccermore talentedin 2000
AARON MORTON

Sports Editor

1996: l 0th place in the Big West
Conference. 1997: 8th place. 1998: 6th
place. 1999: 4th place. 2 000: ?
In the program's fifth year everything is more, Enos said. The team is
more talented, the schedule is tougher
and their chances to win the Big West
are better.
"This is the most talented squad
we've ever assembled," Enos said.
"(But) we've got to get organized."
Enos is referring to USU's new formation, a 4-3-3 (four defenders, three

midfielders and three forwards). It's a
switch from the 3-4-3 the Aggies used
last year. There are no wide midfielders; in the year 2000's system, the
defenders will fill that spot.

Defenders
The new system has come with some
success as defenders have scored two of
Utah State's four goals so far this season. Freshman defender Ally Clegg
already has a goal and an assist.
► SEE SOCCER

USl!volleyball hopes to build
on last season's success
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Dennehy Era to begin
Saturday vs. Texas Tech
AARON MORTON

Sports Editor

NoUtah State University
first year coach has ever won _
his first game in 27 years.
So head coach Mick
Dennehy is up against history
and stiff competition from
Texas Tech University.
The Aggies open their season tomorrow in Lubbock,
Texas, against the Red Raiders
at 5 p.m.
Texas Tech has a distinct
advantage over USU in that it
has already notched a home
victory against the University
of New Mexico, 24-3.
That game gave Texas Tech
a chance to refine their skills
and familiarize themsel"es with
the system and teammates.
There will be a big difference
between the first and second
game, Dennehy said.
On the other hand, the Red
Raiders will not know what to
-expectfrom the Aggies; USU
has had a chance to scout Texas
Tech. Dennehy said he was not
surprised by what he saw on
tape. His team had already
been preparing for the home
teams style of offense and
defense.
Despite a betting line
around 20 point~ and the fact
they are only returning seven
starters from last year, the team
is feeling more and more confident, said wide receiver
Aaron Jones. "Everyone has a
better attitude."
Both teams have won two
straight games, dating back to
last season. They have met
once before - in 1996. The
Red Raiders, coached by
Brigham Young University
graduate Mike Leach, pulled
away from a close game, scoring the last 30 points after the
Aggies had closed to within
eight points.
Only seven current Aggies
were on that USU team, but
all were redshirt freshmen.
The current Texas Tech
team has won five straight
home games and boasts a
strong quarterback and running back.
Senior Ricky \.Villiams will

USU S SALLY CLEGG (12) moves the ball up the field against UNLV defender Suzanne Jensen. The Aggies lost in a close battle, 2-0./ Sylvia Turner photo

SHEREEN SAUREY

Staff writer

The Utah State
University women's volleyball team will open its season against Kansas State
University this weekend at
the Washington State
Tournament.
Coming off a winning
season, the Aggies are looking to become a dominating
force in the Big West
Conference.
The arrival of head coach
Tom Peterson last year
brought many changes for
the volleyball team. Many
players credit the new
coaching staff with their
success last year and their
optimistic outlook for the
coming season.
Senior Denae Mohlman
said Peterson projects a positive attitude both on and
off the court.
"I really believe he
believes in us," Molhman
said.
Another change this season is the realignment of the
Big West Conference. This
year the Aggies will face
USU RUNNING BACK EMMETT WHITE works his way past
many top-ranked schools
defensive end Tyler Olsen during the scrimmage Friday. The
and will no longer play some
Aggies' season begins tommorow at Texas Tech./ Joe Rowley photo
of the teams they consistently defeated in the past.
start Saturday.
The two divisions of the
~
He rushed for 78
past have been merged into
yards on 15 carone. USU will play each
ries against the
r:::/'::}_ 1(-.. ,. ·',..._.,~.
team both at home and
Lobos. But the
,. away.
Red Raiders are
Arny Crosbie, senior, is
primarly a passexcited
for the challenge.
Mike Leach
· i ··
ing team, and like
(1st year)
ii
the Aggies, will
Mick Dennehy
: .-c-. ' "'
air the ball out
(1st year)
whenever possi> Saturday,
Sept.1, JonesSBCStadium,
5p.m.
ble.
AARON MORTON
Series record: First game 0-0
Quarterback
Noteable:
Sports Editor
Kliff Kingsbury
• This will be the first game for USU.
attempted 47
• Texas Tech has already played one game, defeatNow you see him, now you
ing New Mexico 24-3 a week ago.
passes, complet • Junior Jeff Crosbie will start at quarterback.
don't.
ing 21 for 186
• USU has lost two season openers in a row .
Carnei:on Koford, a 7-foot-l
yards with two
" center out of Fremont High
touchdowns and
School, signed a scholarship
one interception
the
final
schedule.
At
last
agreement
,vith Utah State to
- the only Texas Tech turnover
check, D enneh y was planning
play basketball, but he recently
in that game.
to split time between Emmett
jumped ship to the University of
New Mexico coughed up
\.Vhite
and
John
Roberts.
Utah.
the ball thre e times and strugDefensiv ely, only three of
Koford played with Weber
gled with a lackluster offense.
last
year's
starters
are
slated
State
University in 1997, but
But Dennehy isn't worried.
to
start:
Blake
Eagal,
Brent
went
on
a mission for The
"We'll move the ball," he
Passey and Tony 'Walker. An
Church
ofJesus
Christ ofLatter said.
all new defensive line will be
day
Saints
and
was
reqruited by
Quarterback Jeff Crosbie
pitted against the Big 12
the Aggies upon his return.
has recovered from the illness
Conference-caliber lin e.
USU, however, was unable to
that kept him from playing in
sign him to a binding National

"We're ready to compete," Crosbie said. "We're
playing big name schools
and it doesn't even phase us.
We just go out and work
hard."
"Right now, we're focusing on Kansas State," she
said, "and it doesn't matter
that they're looking for the
national championship, they
have to get past us first."
Senior Melissa Schoepf
said the team has made finishing third in the conference their goal.
Because the team will be
facing schools like Lon g
Beach State University,
University of the Pacific,
University of California at
Santa Barbara and California
State Polytechnic
University, Peterson said he
recognizes they may not win
as many games this year. But
he has no doubt his team
has the experience and talent to advance to the NCAA
playoffs.
"I hope the fans understand that we're going to be
a better team than we were
last year," said Peterson.
The Aggies will also face
the University of Rhode
Island, Gonzaga University,
and Washington State
University this weekend in a
double round robin (each
team plays every other team
twic e) . The women's volleyball team will host Brigham
Young University for its season home-open er Sept. 12.
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' Recruit snubs US[T basketball
Letter of Intent because he didn't
return from his mission to
Kentucky until after the official
signing date, May 15.
The Aggies could only take
him on his word.
And all signs pointed to a
Koford playing in a basketball
season backing up senior center
DiniitriJorssen. Koford attended
classesthis summer to academically qualify and was registered
this fall- even his room and
board was set up, said assistant
basketballcoach Randy Rahe.
"He told us 20 times he was
► SEE RECRUIT

Aaron Morton is the sports
editor of the Statesman.
He can be reached at
slrzq@cc.usu.edu
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<~ .Women's Soccer
~ usu
0
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UNLV

2

Football
USU at Texas Tech, 5 p.m.

No Games Scheduled
>-.
Check Wednesdays issue of the
-~
Statesmanfor a recap o(
· ,·<· )it"" · · o
the weekend action.
·
·• ~

Does anyone remember
the Salt Lake Sting?
I do.
When I was a little tike of
10 or so, I watched the
Sting play the California
Emporers (or something like
that) at the old Derks Field
in Salt Lake.
For about eight years,
Utah was without a professional soccer team.
Now it has three.
And they are all alive
and well. Almost a decade
after the Sting folded and
Derks Field was torn down
for Franklin-Covey-QuestBuzas-Field, The Utah
Blitzz, Freezz and Spiders
are doing well both on the
scoreboard and in the
stands.
The indoor team, the
Freezz, hit the scene in the
summer of 1999 with great
success. The expansion
team, made up partially of
Utah players (including
Utah State's Danny Main),
placed near the top of the
standings of the World
Indoor Soccer League.
Season two is just starting, and for just a few
bucks, you can sit in the
stands at the E-Center. Just
make sure you keep an eye
out for missed shots that fly
over the glass. Sorry, you
don't get to keep the ba II.
And this summer, the
outdoor Blitzz and the
women ' s amatuer club, the
Spiders (fina lly! No more
zzzzzz's) joined the competition for Utahns' hardearned entertainment buck.
The Blitzz are not exactly
big. You know Major
League Soccer? Well Utah's
team is two leagues below
that. However, the team has
faired well and are now currently battling for the championship of the D3 Soccer
League after taking the
Western Conference crown.
They play the Charlotte
Eagleson the East Coast
tomorrow in one of semifinals.
All this despite the lease
on their home field (RiceEccles Stadium) running out
for the playoffs. The Blitzz
were forced to play at
Cougar Stadium. I know , I
feel sorry for them too.
Meanwh ile, The Spiders
(playing with Aggies'
Mackenzie Hyer and
Heather Cox on the roster)
shocked several California
teams by placing third in the
Women's Premier Soccer
League. They even fed the
scant number of reporters
very well at their games in
Draper.
"We did extremely well
for our first year," said head
coach Marco Rossi.
"(Financially), we ' re very
sound looking."
Both outdoor teams wi 11
return next season.
So I' m glad there are still
places to get (cheaply)
entertained in Utah over the
summer.
After years of stong youth
participation and college
programs, professional soccer is alive and well in
Utah.

Women's Soccer
USU vs. Iowa
11 a.m. Tower Field
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X-countryopens season
K.ATRl;'l,ACARTIVRIGHT

Staff writer

The USU cross country
team is heading to Idaho State
University tonight for its first
meet of the season. After onlv
two weeks of training together,
the Aggies will take on ISU,
the University of Utah, \Veber
State University and Utah
Valley State College.
The main purpose of this
meet is to see how the team is
doing, said head coach Gregg
Gensel.
"This meet is all about
finding out where we're at
in<livi<luallyan<l as a team," he
said.
Juniors Jason Jones, who

was the top Aggie finisher at
this meet last year, and team
captain Mitch Zundel are
expected to lead the men's
team tomorrow . Projected to
lead the women's team are
seniors Beka Leffler and team
captain Rebekah Thornley.
Last year the women's team
had five individual runners in
the top 15 and finished second
overall as a team at this invitational while the men brought
home 4th place overall.
\Vith seven returning letter-winners on the men's team
and six returning on the
women's team, Gensel said he
is optimistic about this season.
"I'm excited to see what
they can do," he said.

► SOCCER
From Page 9
The other wing back is
veteran Heather Cox, who
passes well out of the back
but has been reluctant to
move into the attack, Enos
said. The central defender
position is strong as
returnees Brittany Baugh
and Megan Edge (who has
also scored) both start.
Kennon Roeber,
Catherine Johnson and
Michelle Murri add to the
depth at that position.

Midfielders
At midfield, the center
will be generated by senior
Marnie Bartelson and Seton
Hall University transfer
Katie Seaman. Bartelson has
started 35 straight games
for the Aggies and has seven
goals and five assists.
A forward at Mountain
Crest High School, Amber
Tracy will play attacking
midfielder as a freshman.
The conversion will be difficult, Enos said.
"That's a challenging role
for her," she said.
Players who have

received significant time in
the past, Carrie (Iverson)
Niederhauser and Marci
(Giles) Broadbent, will be
ready on the bench.

Forwards
The Aggies are probably
the strongest at the forward
spot, where they boast three
returning starters
ayme
Gordy, Sara Buie and Brigid
Turner) who have combined
for 44 goals and 14 assists.
Gordy and Turner combined for 23 goals last season and have picked up
where they left off, both
scoring against Dixie
College Saturday.
"I like that they both got
a goal," Enos said.
Buie is tied for the USU
all-time leader in assists,
moving up from midfield to
forward this season. Senior
Ashley Cracroft hacks up
the front line with three
years and five goals to her
credit.

a

Goalkeepers
Like last season, USU
will have a junior and senior
battling it out for the starting spot in goal.
Both senior Michaela
(Miller) Hawes and Dixie

►Loss
From Page 9
with their ball movement and the way they
battled late in the second half.
"I love it that we want to win and that
we're pressing," she said. "I think we need
to learn to play that way all the time."
UNLV was able to convert on two of

College transfer Tracy
Brady have played well in
the preseason and Enos said
the players are confident
with both. But it should be
Hawes ( 151 saves and two
shutouts in 35 games) who
gets the nod in goal.

Schedule
Utah State is currently
hosting the University of
Iowa and University of
Nevada Las Vegas in Logan,
and will travel east to the
U~iversity of Kentucky
(ranked as high as 15th in
the nation) and the
University of Indiana later
in the month.
Before the Big West season, USU will go against
teams from five different
conferences, including the
University of Nevada-Reno
and Weber State University
at Tower Field.
Then it will be off to the
wide open, nine-team
BWC.
"The conference is balanced," Enos said.
Pacific lost a lot of players, but have been voted to
win the BWC. USU was
voted to finish in 6th - but
did get one of the nine
first-place votes.

their five scoring chances. USU outshot
the Rebels, 15-7, for the game including 82 in the first half.
It was a physical game in which both
Rebel goalie Kristin Puhl and Aggie forward Michelle Eversman left with injuries.
"I think we did play with a lot of
momentum in the first half, but I also
think in the second half we let down a little bit," Gordy said.
The Aggies came out strong in the first
half as midfielder Sara Buie barely missed

"

He toldus 20
times he wascoming to USU."
- Randy-Rahe,
USU basketball
assistant coach
. ··•· .·. :-:,.;:z
,.:~ .---~~~--.·._.,}.·..

►RECRUIT
From Page 9
coming to USU," R::ihesaid.
Only after repeated calls to
Koford's family did the coaching staff receive a call from
his brother infom1ing them
that he had left for Utah. The
Aggies still have yet to hear
from Koford himself.
Koford and his family did
not han<lle the situation very
well at all, Rahe said.
Koford presumably went
to fill the scholarship void left
over by Phil Cullen, who left
the Utes to join the Seattle
Mariners baseball minor
league program.

a shot over the crossbar just eight minutes
into the game. An offsides call on charging
Turner erased another good scoring
chance midway through the half. Ahout
five minutes later midfielder Katie
Seaman's shot was deflected by Puhl's outstretched hands.
The Aggies hope to rebound when they
play the University of Iowa at 11 a.m.
Monday at Tower Field. USU will be
looking to avenge last year's 4-2 loss to the
Hawkeyes.

Piazza preparing himself for pennant race
MARTYNOBU:

Newsday

USU MIDFIELDER MARM BARTELSON (6) tries to rob the ball

from UNLV's Anita Pedford yesterday./S)lvia Turne!'. photo

NEW YORK - Mike
Piazza says he is fresh, relatively fresh at least.
"Yeah, I feel pretty good,"
he said. Tuesday night with a
tone not full of conviction.
Fatigue is not conspicuous in
his swing, his catching or his

demeanor, which is to say he
hasn't approached the wall
yet.
Seven seasons of regular
duty as a catcher have taught
Piazza about fatigue and
when it peaks. It is his theory
that a catcher, or at least the
Mets catcher, annually reaches a point of fatigue that "you
need to fight your way

through." And that point the wall, as Piazza puts it - is
reached at 100 games caught.
Not exactly, but about 100,
give or take a an inning here,
extra innings there and collisions here and there.
Piazza was the Mets'
catcher last night and went Ofor-3 against the Astros . It
was his 100th appearance

behind the plate, his 100th
start. He didn't expect to collapse from fatigue because of
it.
His 100th start came in
the Mets' 132nd game. He
reached I 00 starts in the
Mets' 124th game last season.
"I think we've handled the
fatigue issue pretty well," he
said. "There 's no blueprint ..u
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Football team changes
look, sports new jerseys
REUBEN WADSWORTH

AssistantSportsEditor
The coaching staff won't be
the only new thing for the Utah
State University football team
this season. The squad will also
be sporting new uniforms.
The move because of the 22
departed seniors last season.
USU Equipment Manager Mike
Bair said it has been a tradition
over.the last few seasons to give
seniors their home jersey.
''We didn't want to have to
re-order just those 22," Bair
said. "By the time we order in
quantities and big bulk and stuff,
ordering 100jerseys wasn't a
whole lot more expensive than
ordering 22. It was a little more
money, so we just decided to go
with a new look."
The players really like the
new look, Bair said. Some say
the new jerseys look a lot like an
NFL jersey, especially those of
the New YorkJets, which is
what they are patterned after, he
said.
"It's a sharp looking jersey,"
he said.
On the front, centered above
the number, is an embroidered
official Utah State logo, about 7
inches long, which is considerably smaller than the logo that
appeared on the old ones. In the
place of numbers on the sleeves
there are stripes and what Bair
calls the "charging bull" logo.
Head coach Mick Dennehy
really likes that logo, he said.
Russell Athletic, the manufacturer of the jerseys, designed
the new numbers so they match
the USU word mark logo a little
better, Bair said. Because the
new shirts do not have "TV
numbers" on the sleeves, Bair
thought it would be best to
make the numbers on the front
and back more bold.
Bair ordered the jerseys
about a week after Dennehy was
named head coach. Bob Cook, a
Russell sales representative from
Pocatello, Idaho, had been trying to convince him to order the

r!l~?Get
your
shore
o 1000!

new uniforms for three years
now, Bair said.
The new unifonn only
includes the tops. The pants and
the helmets are the same, he
said.
Most feedback about the new
jerseys, from fans and players
alike, has been positive. One of
the only negative comments
Bair has received has been that
the Utah State logo on the front
is too small.
"I like them a lot," said starting USU linebacker Blake
Eagal.
Eagal said the number style is
a little more updated and that he
likes the striped sleeves.
,.
"I think it's something different," he said. "It seems like
we've had the same uniforms for
a really, really, really long time."
Eagal thought it was about
time the unifom1s were
changed.
"We've got a new coaching
staff coming in and we've got a
new outlook on things," he said.
"I think it goes along with that
whole idea of starting over and
getting off on the right foot."
Srnrting defensive end, Ryan
Duncan likes the new uniforms
as well. He said he thought they
needed a change, but that he
doesn't really care what kind of
uniforms the team wears.
"I don't care what we're
wearing," he said. "I just want to
win."
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How about something in
platinum?

Linebacker
up for
national
award

•· :t:!;i::~1:;.~
;\.j.

UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY

Athletic Media Relations

Utah State senior linebacker
Brent Passey is listed as a candidate for the Bronko Nagurski
Award, which will be presented
to America's best defensive college football player. Passey is
one of 36 players on the preseason watch
list.
On
Dec. 4 at
the
Adam's
Markin
Charlotte,
the 2000
Bronko
Nagurski
Trophy
will be
presented
BRENT PASSEY
by the Charlotte Touchdown
Club, a non-profit
organization whose primary
purpose is to raise scholarship
money for area high school and
college football players. Lou
Holtz will be the keynote
speaker this year (Bobby
Bowden did the honors last
year with Virginia Tech's Corey
Moore winning the '99 Bronko
Nagurski Trophy).
Passey is a two-time firstteam all-Big West selection and
enters the 2000 season just 13
tackles shy of 10th place on
USU's career tackle list. Last
year the 6-1, 227-poWld senior
from Mesa, Ariz., led the Big
West Conference in tackles per
game at 12.9. He recorded 142
total tackles for the sixth most
in a season in school history.

···-•::!mBi:r••••••t
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DIAMCDND
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• Large selection
•Original designs
• Prices will
amaze you

107 E, 1400 N,
753-6044

Your wedding ring specialist

Italian

Famil.y Dining
Homema~e
Excellence

Sumo takes
flight

SOPHOMORE GEOFF MCGEE gets airborne while pouncing on

Wade Moss during a Sumo match Wednesday in the Taggart
Student Center Sunburst Lounge./Zak Larsen photo

USUpunter a candidate for Award
of 70 yards and dropped nine
inside the
Utah State punter Steve
20-yard line on the year. He
Mullins is one of 32 punters,
had at least one 50-yard punt
including representatives from
in eight-of-11
every Division I-A conference,
games in 1999.
that comprise the first Ray
The sophomore from
Guy Award watch list as
Phoenix, Ariz., will also play
announced Tuesday by the
wide receiver for the Aggies
~ Greater Augusta Sports'
" 1 ' and is listed as·a starter at that
't, 1 Geuntil.
,, '.' ,, ' ,!<I position heading into the !set~
The Ray Gu}"Award 'will be ,,sdI'I opener at 'TexasTech oh
awarded to the nation's best
Saturday, Sept. 2.
punter as determined by a
The National Selection
committee made up of sports
Committee will choose the 10
writers, college football coachsemifinalists who will be
es, former punters and mem announced by November 8.
bers designated by the Greater
The committee will then vote
Augusta Sports Council. The
for the three finalists who will
winner will display leadership,
be announced November 30.
self-discipline, and have a sigThe Ray Guy Award, in its
nificant positive impact on the
first year, has become one of
team's success. Players are
the most talked about awards
eligible to join the watch list
in college football, finally recthroughout the season.
ogni~ing the remaining major
Mullins was named a
position on the football field
Freshman All-American by The that can single-handedly altar
SponingNewsin 1999 and
the outcome of a game.
ranked 29th in the nati,;m in
The award is named after
punting average at 42.3 yards
the greatest punter of all time,
per kick. He had a long punt
Ray Guy, who attended
UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY

Athletic Media Relations

Parking at ColdweUBank south of restaurant.and
across the street in the citv parking lol

I 19 S. Main St.
Reservations • information 7 5,l..;838"4
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Ewing may
become a
Wizard
11,1 ,

WASHINGTON - The
\Vashington Wizards and New
York Knicks are talking about
a trade that would bring veteran Knicks center Patrick
Ewing to Washington, a
STEVE MULLINS
league source familiar with the
Southern Mississippi and was
discussions confirmed
then drafted in the first round
Tuesday.
by the Oakland Raiders. Ray
The Wizards would
Guy was an integral part of the receive only Ewing, 38, from
Raiders' successful years
the Knicks, sources said.
between 1973-1986.
Although the player New York
The Greater Augusta Sports would acquire is not known, it
Council will present the Ray
is likely that at least one of
Guy Award in December at a
Washington's high-priced
combined awards dinner with
players - Juwan Howard,
the Greater Augusta Medal for Rod Strickland or Mitch
Excellence in Sports awards for Richmond - would be part of
· the deal because of Ewing's
high school students in the
Augusta metro area.
$14 million salary this year.

Bignamesmissing
from newOlympic
DreamTeam
ROBYN NORWOOD

The LosAngeles Times

LAHAINA, Hawaii- Get
used to what this Dream
Team doesn't have.
No Shaquille O'Neal, no
Kobe Bryant, no Tim
Duncan, no Grant Hill.
O'Neal said two gold
medals were enough - give
somebody else a chance.
Bryant? He was more
focused on a wedding ring
than the Olympic rings.
Duncan and Hill are sitting out the Olympics because
of injuries .
The U.S. team that
opened its training camp

LOOKING
FO'R
AMAJOR?
COi/SiDER:

COMPU7ERIEIBTRON/CS
INFORMATION
1ECllNOI.Oti1
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GREAT
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ANOEMPLOYMENT
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Contact Janet Hanson, 797-2790 or Ward Belliston, 7971801. janet @engineering.usu.edu

Saturday in Maui and will
play its first exhibition
Thursday against Canada in
Honolulu is a little different
from the 1992 and 1996
teams.
It is younger, shorter and from the looks of things,
more enthusiastic.
It is also, naturally, supposed to win the gold though this team might prove
less dominant than the '92
team , which won its games by
an average of 43 .8 points, or
the '96 team, which won by
an average of 32.3.
"I don't like to think about
it, but of course, any team can
lose," Coach Rudy
Tomjanovich said. "Should we
lose? No."
This is a team that doesn't
have a 7-footer on its roster
- thou gh it has two 6-foot 11 forwards, Kevin Garnett
and Vin Baker. Alonzo
Mourning, at 6-10, will start
at center.
The original Dream Team
that won in Barcelona had
two 7-footers, Patrick Ewing
and David Robinson. The
team that won in Atlanta had
three, Hakeem Olajuwon,
O':'.'J"ealand Robinson.
Lack of height will not be
a probl em, the players insist.
"I say, ' Bon 't he dumh,' "
said high-flying Vince Cart er,
who is 6-6. "Just because we
don't have a lot of ?- footers
or 6- 11 guys, you'll be in for a
surpri se.

"You look at that height,
you better look at that name
and know what they have to
offer. Just because we don't
have much size ... we have a
hell of a lot of talent."
Gary Payton, the only
holdover from '96 , sees a team
athletic enough to run that
also plays well ahove the rim.
"I don't think it's going to
have any effect," he said. "We
were really big in '96. We
would pound the ball into
Shaq, Hakeem, Karl
(Malone), David.
"This team has a lot of
guys that can run up and
down the court and be a lot
more athletic. We've got athletes who block shots and get
rebounds and can take the ball
out on th e break too, without
giving it to us."
Besides Payton - the very
vocal leader of this team the guards are Jason Kidd,
Tim Hardaway, Steve Smith,
Allan Houston and Ray Allen.
The forwards are Garnett,
Carter, Baker, Antonio
McDyess and Shareef AbdurRahim, with Mourning the
only center.
Hardaway, at 34, is the
oldest player. Only he,
Payton, Smith and Mourning
are 30 or older, making it a
particularly young group.
The 30-and -over club on
the '92 team consisted of
brry Bird, Clyde Drexler,
Ewing, Magic Johnson and
John Stockton - and Charles

Barkley, Michael Jordan,
Malone and Chris Mullin
were 29.
In '96, Barkley, Malone,
Reggie Miller, Olajuwon,
Pippen, Robinson and
Stockton were all 30 or older.
The youngsters on this
team include Carter and
Abdur-Rahim at 23, Garnett
at 24 and Allen at 25. They
have less experience, but they
can run all day- and refreshingly, they are distinctly
happy to be here.
Even among the older
players, Mourning in particular is making a sacrifice, playing even though he will travel
back to the U.S. during the
Olympics for the birth of a
daughter.
"These guys who are on
this team, they probably
wanted to be over here in the
first place," Payton said. "It
was a great honor for them.
Most of the other guys didn't
want to come or had injuries,
or some had already been on
an Olympic team, and they
wanted to have their summer."
For the Olympians, the
summer is over. They will
play a USA Select team of
college players Saturday in
Honolulu, then leave for
Japan, where they will play
exhibitions against Spain and
Japan before continuing to
Australia to face the
Australian team Sept. 9 in
Melbourne.
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Letters

AL ANDTiPPe?R
LiP-LOCi<.

to the Editor

Include all
candidates in
pres. debate
Dear Editor,
Do you really want Gore to
appear in the presidential debates if
you aren 't planning on voting for
him? What about Bush, even if you
know you will vote for someone
else? Of course you do. Debates
allow candidates with different
ideas a chance to spar in public
and define their beliefs on important issues.
Why then wou Id the
Commission on Public Debates
(CPD) want to exclude third-party
candidates such as Ralph Nader
from the upcoming debates?
The CPD has decided that only
candidates that reach 15 percent in
voter polls will be invited to
debate. This test of popularity
effectively eliminates any chance
for open and honest debates that
are necessary for democracy to
work properly. It is a much stricter
criteria than the 5 percent that the
Federal Election Commission
requires for the disbursement of
federal campaign funds.
It is also much higher than what
history has shown to be necessary
to win an election. Jesse Ventura,
for a recent example, was only
polling at 8 percent before he was
allowed into televised debates.
Ventur~ later went on to win the
race for governor in Minnesota.
Rep. Jesse L. Jackson, Jr., has
called for the inclusion of all presidential candidates who reach 5
percent in the polls or those who
receive more than 50 percent support in polls asking who should be
inctuded in the debates.
Rece'1t polls indicate that 64 per
cent of Americans would like to see
Ralph Nader in the upcoming televised debates, but without reform
of the CPD's criteria, it wi II never
happen.
Voters deserve open, fair and
critical debates of real issues. If

you believe that the debates should
be accessible to more than two
candidates, call the Commission on
Presidential Debates at (202) 8721020 and express your concern
about its arbitrarily high standard
for admission to the debates that
wi II perpetuate the stagnant twoparty system for decades into the
future .
Democracy only works when a 11
voices are heard.

We promote
diversity,
education
Dear Editor,

I am the co-president of the USU
Pride! Alliance. Monday night we had
Myq Larson our first meeting of the semester, and it
was brought to my attention that many
people on campus may not know
what Pride! Alliance is all about.
Our mission is reflected in the following statement: "To provide a safe
meeting place and support group for
gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgendered students, 'community members,'
and their allies. To promote the acceptance and understanding of diversity
through education ."
Our name is Pride! Alliance and
Dear Editor,
not Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual/
Once again, it's that time of year. Transgendered/Straight Alliance
The time of the school year when
because, quite honestly, that is a long
you walk through the TSC and
name, and, more importantly, we are
proud to be who we are, so we wantmembers of USU's fraternities and
ed to put that in our name. We have
sororities have their tables out and
meetings every Monday night at 7 in
try to tell you why you should join
TSC, Room 335.
their organizations.
We have members of all ages, some
This year, as you walk by and
attending the university and others
hear these people talking about
working in Cache Valley. We follow
themselves, I am asking you all to
an open membership policy (no dislisten to what they have to say.
closure of name or other personal
Read their brochures and listen to
information necessary for membership)
their speeches.
in order to safeguard the privacy of
I'm not saying you have to like
them, agree with them or join them, members and/or attendees.
We do many social things like
but I am saying that you shouldn't
going to the movies, roller skating, or
write them off without knowing
camping. We also organize activities
why.
like "Wear Blue Jeans Day" and "Pride
I am merely encouraging you all
Day".
to be open-minded and form your
We speak on panels in classes on
opinions on facts, such as the acadcampus so people can see who we are
emics, the service and the leaderand allow an open dialogue between
ship that these groups are involved
gay and straight students. We are also
in, rather than the myths and prea support group for those who are
conceptions that haunt their exis"coming out" or for anyone who
tence.
knows a gay or lesbian person.
This week is Rush Week and
Basically, we are proud of who we are
our chance to go around to the
and welcome all to join us. Check out
ouses and meet the people
our Web page: www.usu.edu/pride for
involved in the Greek organizamore information about us.
tions. I would urge you to do so.

Students
should listen
to Greeks

Sarah Benanti
Co-president
Pride! Alliance

Jason Robey
Public Relations Chair
Delta Sigma Phi

Blood + guts + near-death experiences
one heck of a summer

Heather
Fredrickson

This is the first attempt at a
"What I Did on My Summer
Vacation" report I've ever mustered . For some reason our elementary teachers never had us write
them. And I always had the most
interesting things to say.
Last summer was no different.
From the moment I moved out
of my apartment, I think I experienced one new thing ever:v week.
I got a car, a driver's license
(which I've written about before
and won't bore y'all with again),
held an animal that just died in my
hands and lived in two USU professors' house. But there are a few
experiences that were just too rich
to let pass in a parade of commas.
Two of my former roommates
got married last June. One did the
deed in \Vashington, D.C., but
being the poor college student I
was, I couldn't attend her reception. She and her hubby, however,
planned a reception in Paul, Idaho.
A friend drove, so all that transpired was his fault.
Everything went dandy until we
hit the Idaho border. Somewhere in
Idaho is where it happened. That's
where I had my first close
encounter. That's where I first
experienced the bird vs. windshield
phenomenon.
I, of course, didn't see the poor
thing flying straight at the window,

but I heard Peter's reaction and I
saw the feathers. And the - ahem
- blood. Ick.
Naturally I freaked out. I've
never been good with dead things.
My parents made a habit of telling
me to look away and it's now natural for me to avert my eyes at the
sight of an approaching lump on
the road.
Being the rational driver that he
is, Peter took into consideration
what kind of mess wiper blades
would make of the situation and
decided to wait until what was
there dried and then try to brush it
off like a crusted, muddy boot. lck.
That was the first incident.
Then about a month ago, five of
us decided to go up to Bear Lake
and rent a jet ski. Great. I've never
been there and I've never ridden a
jet ski. vVhat an adventure! I even
got to drive up there in my own little car.
My friend, who got married in
D.C., took me out on the jet ski.
She drove us straight out to the
middle of the lake, taking a few
jumps and catching some air along
the way. I was in heaven.
Then she asked if I was ready to
take a turn. That's when the sunglasses I forgot were on my head
fell down on my nose. As I fumbled
with them, she turned the jet ski.
Guess how long it took for us to hit
the water.
Not that long.
We bobbed there for a few minutes trying to: a) get both of us
back on, and b) start the engine.
Neither happened.
Each time one of us got on the
ski the whole machine rolled. So
here we are, bobbing in the water,
figuring any minute now, if we just
sit tight, a boat from the marina
will come out and get us.
We're in their line of sight.
They'll be here any minute now.
Any minute now. Any minute ...
now. Any ... minute ... now.
I, again, panicked. We flagged

down a passing boat and had them
haul us in. What appeared to be a
family of three stopped for us and
pulled me aboard while they threw
my friend a rope to try to pull her
and the ski in.
She rolled twice, catching her
knuckJe on the underside of the ski
once - ripping quite the gash in
the back of her hand - and finally
joined me in the boat . The gentleman in charge of driving the boat
was now in charge of riding the ski
while the woman on the boat
drove. He got wet more than once
before a marina worker and one of
our friends finally came to get us.
Another first - riding in the
back of a speedboat. Whew. I wasn't sure we'd survive that experience either. The only boat I've ever
ridden is a ferry boat. And they're
fairly stable crafts. No tipping, no
rolling, no front-end-jumps-up-sohi gh-that-the-hori zon -i s-obl iterated-from-view type action. No, it
just sails along at a good clip without much to worry about.
The back of a speedboat, I've
discovered, does not make for such
a care-free ride.
I clung to the back of that boat
with both hands and sat tight in my
seat. I looked over at my friend,
Brittney, and she had her head
thrown back, her (soaked) hair flying in the wind, inhaling the warm
air with reckJess abandon.
We made it back to shore safe
and sound, but I vowed not to set
foot on the jet ski again. And I didn't.
So that was my summer.
Mishaps, blood and near death at
every turn. Great one, eh?
Oh, and did I mention that my
back burned to a crisp that stuck
with me for over a week and I still
have "tan" lines?
Ah, memories.

Heathe1·Fredricksonis a senior majoring in journalism. He1·column 1w1s

everyFriday. E-mail commentsto
slr4h@cc.usu.edu.

AStatesman
StaffEditorial

Aggies should all
sti..ck together,
.support athletics
· · The beginning of the end of Big West Conference
football this season leads us to wonder what the
fateof Utah State University football will be next

year.

WiH the Aggiesbe able to recruit top-caliber ath-

•·· l~teswithout being securely embraced by a confer-<
ence affiliation? USU Athletic Director Rance

Pµgmiresaid this would be the single-mostdifficul~

qr-awbacktonot belonging to a conference ... He >
. SqJdthefecurring question in a potential recruit's
rrjTndwould be "What are you playing for?' 1
.

.

There would be no shot at a conference champi- ·. ·'
··:onship, no all-conference awards for players to
..·
51
cqmpeteJor and the team would only have
mlniscule chance at a bowl berth while battring
with the likes of independents such as perennial
p9wer Notre Dame to land one.
,
.
• /Wilf fans still show up at Romney Stadiurn when
LJSU .is wtthout a conference? Unfortunately fans
rllp,Ythi9k there is nothing the team is playing for,
which would certainfy translate into dismal ticket
~ales and ultimc!tely low overall attendance.
.v Every USU student, alumnus and faculty member
should have a sense of pride in USU athletics. They
should attend Aggie sporting events no matter the
qpponeQf,no matter what the team's recordjs, no ...
· matter ifthe game is televised, and especially for ···
next football season, no matter if the team is not
affitiated with a conference.
As Pugmire has said in the past, USU fans should
be more like Georgia fans, who fill their 80,000pl~s stadium every game just because they want to ·
see their Bulldogs play, and not for any other reason. ,
. USU fansshould attend sporting events because
they are Aggies.They shouldn't have to be motivated or coaxed to support their teams.

a

About letters
• Letters should be limited to 350 words.
• All letters may be shortened, edited or rejected for
reasons of good taste, redundancy or volume of similar
letters.
• No anonymous letters will be published. Writers
must sign all letters and include a phone number, a
USU e-mail address and a student identification number.
• Letters representing groups - or more than one
individual - must have a singular representative clearly
stated, with all necessary identification information.
• Writers must wait 21 days before submitting ~11ccessive letters - no exceptions.
• Letters can be hand delivered or mailed to The
Statesmanin the TSC, Room 319, or can be e-mailed to
editor@statesman.usu.edu
Faculty members: If you have an idea for the "Faculty
Soapbox," contact the editor in chief at 797-17 62.

Establishedin 1902, The Utah Statesman ispublished
Monday,Wednesdayand Fridayand is Utah State
UniversitysofficialstudentnewJpaper.
The Utah
Statesman isprintedon 1-ecyded
newsp11nt.
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Dilbert/Scott
Adams
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I BackBuriief
--------------------------Friday, September 1
-WOWUSURHSA
Aggie WOW, BBQ with
Bands. 5:30 to 9 p.m., by
Snow Hall and
Lundstrom Student
Center, $2, or free
w/coupon

CERTIFICATION.

F.Y.I.
• Associated Sn,dcnts of USU, Aggie \VOW, For information, (435) 797-2912. All activities are free and everyone welcome .
• Deadlines of note: Aug. 30 through Sept. I, 90 percent
refund availahlc; Sept. I last day to add w/o instructors
signature; Sept. 5, super drop begins.
• WOW Sept. I: M.idnight Movie. Midnight, Cache
Valley Theaters (by the Cache Valley Mall). General
admission, $4.50. Choose from three new releases.
Seating is limited. The box office will open at 6:30 p.m.
• Field courses are still available th.is fall including:
canyoneening, sea kayaking, raptors, winter natural history, and nan,rc observations in the Wmd River Range.
797-7379 Bear River Institute
• USU Hockey Club Tryouts - Sept. 4 and Sept. 6, JO
p.m., Ogden Ice Sheet, Call 797-7051 for details.
• Utah State VI/omen's Basketball Tryouts, September 59, 3:30 to 6:30 p.m. HPER gym (Room 209). For more
info call 797-1503.
• Come join the men's Rugby club pract.ices Tuesdays &
Thursdays, 5 to 7 p.m., Hper Field. Call Jose 757-7724
• Kayak Club Pool session & used kayak sale, Sept. 6,
7:30 to 9 p.m., USU pool, $5 for non-member, free to
members. Info. lown@cc.usu.edu, 797-1569
• Collegiate 4-II Opening Social Luau Sept. 6, 545 E.
700N.,

TELL ME AGAIN

WHY I HIRED
YOU?

]_l;;:!~~:!;;=;;;;;;;;i

L...-...::a::.JJ--=.....l~----'-=-L-------'--....C:1----'

AG-grivation/Nick
Perkins

Tuesday, September 5
-Utah State Women's
Basketball Tryouts,
September 5 through 9,
3:30 to 6:30 p.m. HPER
gym (Room 209)

Wednesday, September 6
-Student Alumni
Association free BBQ for
all students 7 p.m. at the
David B. Haight Alumni
Center.
-Free barbecue, group
activities, Institute

I U5ED MY NEW
POWER. TO GET
A BETTER JOB
AT A DIFFERENT
COMPANY.

HA HAI YOU NEVER
SHOULD HAVELET ME
GET A TECHNICAL
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Womens Association
6:30 to 8:30 p.m. Institute

Purgatory
U./Nasan
Hardcastle

p

/

Dinner and Games. Wear your best Hawaiian attire.
• :;-..'ewYork City Art TourSpring break March 12
through 18, 2001. Earn 3 credits of Art History . Info.
meeting Sept . 12, 6 p.m., ECC Room 203. Call 797-3032
• Italy Art History Tour - May 8 through 21, 200 I.
Great graduation present. Earn 6 credits in Art History.
Info. meeting Sept. 12, 5:00 PM, ECC Room 203. Call
797-3032.
• Syria,Jordan, and Lebanon Tour! New Year's adventure
Dec. 26, 2000 throughJan.7, 2001. Earn one credit of
Anthropology. Info. meeting Sept . 14 7 p.m ., ECC
Room 203. Call 797-3032.
• Acousitc Music Open Jam sessions sponsored by Bridger
Folk Music Society meets !st and 3rd Fridays from 7 to 10
p.m. \Vhitier Community School, 290 N. 400 East. The
session is free and open to all interested acoustic instrument musicians. Call Lisa Goede 752-9650.
• Wellsville Founder's Day !Ok/5k race. September 4 at 7
a.m. Pre-register at Sports Feet. Day of race registration in
Wellsville by old tabernacle at 6 a.m. Great prizes in drawing trampoline, trampoline tent, 2 pair of running shoes,
cash, lunches, exercise bike and more. For more infonnation call Em.ily Brough at 245-7708.
• The Bear River Taichi Ch'uan Society will be offering a
free introductory class on Sept. 12. \Vhittier Community
Center 5:30-6:30 PM. Call Kayo Robertson 563-8272.
• Attention prayerful single men 1 The Abbey of the Holy
Trinity (Trappist) Monastery in Hwnsville, Utah is hosting two exciting live-in experiences . Oct. 5-9, Nov. 24-28,
These retreats are extremely popular so make your reservation early. There is no cost but space in limited. Natalie
954-340-5705 .
• House Party-Sept.
5, 7 p.m., 600 E. 570 North, $1.

Welcome
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back USU"·Students!

Come visit us at University
on 1400

Village Food Court,

North next to Lee's

NEWYORI~BURRITO
• Specialty Wraps
• Gourmet Wraps
• Fajita Wraps

• Smothered burritos
• Rice Bowls
• Chips & Salsa

Createyourownhappitless
Ettdless
hotMetMade
flavors
CustotM
tMade
icecreatM,
cakesattdpies
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: $1 off any large or
1
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regular icecream

:
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Not valld with any other offer
One coupon per customer

MIUf'f IUltE l DELIEoRopean

Exp. 9/30/00

Squeeze

• Homemade sandwiches
• Pasta
• Soup and Salad Bar

• Specialty

NOOR coffee
bReak
• Savory European ~r ,aJ'.j_~
:.J_:':,.,
;;_>
··:;/·,
•.Bottomless house
1

~
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Not valld with any other

offer

Valld from 5 to 1 0pm only
Exp. 9/30/00

--------------

One coupon per customer

• Sweet Crepe Wrap{ ;;}f~:f~11?f;':)JJ~nd coffee
• Gourmet Coffee \ ·><il~,;;;,:
::r,:1i
~-,.
Visit us at our website•
Ji....
...)-~;..-.,.:.-.-.:
. .,·.
• Endless flavored syrup~-"">:
..( '.'-www.europeanconnection.org
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Smoothies
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Continuing Ed. and Conference Service
provide a variety of opportunities
Editor'snote:to a productionerror, thefollowing informationwas incompletein its initialpresentationon Monday.
Could you benefit from attenrnng an
international conference related to your
area of interest? Would a travel study tour
to London, Paris or New York City
enhance your educational experience?
--------~
Would an

FAuu

2663 or 435-797-0423.
New to the Conference Services line
up is the International Conference on
Acoustics, Speech, and Signal Processing
(ICASSP) to be held May 7-11 at the Salt
Palace Convention Center. The ICASSP
meeting is the world's largest and most
comprehensive technical conference
focused on signal processing and its applications. The theme for 2001 is "DSP
Everywhere" and will feature world-class
plenary speakers, tutorial presentations,
and over 50 lecture and poster sessions on
theoretical and application-oriented
advances. More information can be found
on the ICASSP web site at www.icassp2001.org/ or by calling 800-538-2663
or 435-797-0423.

~r~:~:-
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encmgenVIronment
r Continuing
Ed. provide valuable work
experience before graduation? Continuing
Education Conference Services provides
educational opportunities such as these for
people of all ages.
During its history, the conference staff
has served a broad spectrum of local,
regional, national, and international clientele. Each year more than 200 educational
programs are conducted in conjunction
with students, educators, professionals,
corporate and government employees.
These programs attract more than 30,000
participants each year. The majority of
programs are held on campus in the
Eccles Conference Center; however, programs are also arranged throughout the
intermountain region.

Conference Services
This year marks the final and 20th
Annual Decorative Painting Conference
and Rocky Mountain Exhibition held on
USU's campus. The five-day conference
is scheduled for September 5-9, and is
expected to accommodate over 450
painters and instructors and 40 vendors.
This year 's conference highlights include
an Art Show and Historic Art Display in
the International Student Lounge as well
as various acrylic (tole) painting, watercolor, oil, and mixed media classes being
offered. The exhibition is open to the
public Thursday through Saturday and
features vendors from across the country
presenting the latest in supplies, patterns,
techniques, wood pieces and other
paintable surfaces. In addition, there will
be hourly shopping gift certificate giveaways, and free teacher demonstrations
and make-it-take-its. The exhibition is
ideal for crafters, decorative artists and
painters of all skill levels. Don't miss the
last chance to SHOP TIL YOU DROP!
More information can be found on the
D ecorai·ve Painting web site at
W\1/\f.ex .ooukonferLdpc/ or by calling
800-538 663 or435-797-0423.
The year 2001 brings with it the
Thirteenth Annual Software Technology
Conference (STC) held annually in Salt
Lake City . STC is the premiere software
technology conference in the Department
of Defense and is co-sponsored by the
Departments of the Air Force, Army, and
Navy, the Defense Information Systems
Agency (DISA), and USU Extension. It
features cutting edge technical presentations in areas such as software development, data management, eCommerce,
CMM, CMMI, and XML. Presentations
are geared toward the 3,000+ attendees
from the military services, government
agencies, defense contractors, industry,
and •academia. The accompanying trade
show allows the over 180 exhibiting organizations to demonstrate the newest technology and proven solutions to information technology professionals. STC 2001
is scheduled for April 29 - May 4 at the
Salt Palace Convention Center. For more
information visit the STC web site at
www.stc-online.org or call us at 800-538-

Begun in May 1999, BRI has had a
very successful year offering several courses including: "Winter Mountaineering
and Expedition," "Canyons of the San
Rafael Swell," and ''Climbing in the West
Desert." BRI also offers training courses
such as "Wil\ierness First Responder" and
"Wilderness First Aid" taught by members of the Wilderness Medical Institute
ofNOLS.
BRI provides opportunities for participants who seek adventure and want an
education beyond the classroom setting.
Courses are offered for one or two credits
and have eight to 14 spaces available. For
more information about fall and spring
courses call 797-7379 or visit our w(c".bsite
at www.ext.usu.edu/bri .

Continuing Education Travel Study
Tour programs offer unique educational
experiences that are available to everyone.
The tours are designed to offer participants an educational travel experience, as
well as the opportunity to earn academic
credit . Students can enhance their educational experience with international visits
to Nepal and Italy or stay closer to home
with visits to San Francisco or New York.
Travel tours are usually a minimum of
five days and not more than twenty days
in length. The tours are not designed for
intense study but highlight sites seen with
insightful information about their history
and significance. An Enrichment Lecturer
or USU professor who has extensive .
knowledge of the destination accompanies
each tour.
Some of this year's Exploring the
Globe tours include: Syria,Jordan, and
Lebanon (registration deadline is Oct I,
2000), San Francisco Art Tour, New York
City Art Tour, Nepal Geographical
Adventure, Italy Art History, and Portugal
and Spain Flower Garden and Landscape
Architecture. For information on how to
participate, call 797-3032 or visit our website at www.ext.usu.edu/explore.

In addition to conferences and travel
studies, USU Conference Services offers
the Greater Rockies Initiative Program
(GRIP) . GRIP is an experiential education
and adventure based programming tool
that educators, coaches, counselors, and
outdoor professionals are already using to
create and accomplish personal, group
and team goals. With a combination of
individual and group debriefing techniques, experiential learning participants
learn how to metaphorically apply their
experiences to real world situations and
populations. With a combination of trust
exercises, problem-solving activities, and
ropes course experiences, participants are
able to set and accomplish goals, improve
self-confidence, develop higher levels or
self-awareness, and build greater team
interaction skills. To sponsor team GRIP
events call 435-797-0423 or email: youthinfo@ext.usu.edu or refer to the GRIP
website :
www.ext.usu.edu/confer/youth/index.htm
Student internship opportunities with
the Conference Division provide firsthand experience in conference planning,
support, and coordination. Several USU
students are included among the part-time
.
employees. They work with the full-time
Summer Credit Workshop
staff in offering an extensive array of conPrograms - Earn One to Three
ference services including program design
Credits in One Week or Less!
and development, marketing and promotion, registration services, logistical supDid you know you could earn one to
port, and budgeting/financial services.
three university credits in five days or less
Teams of skilled meeting planners are
during the summer? During the months
specifically assigned to each program in
of May, June, July and August, Summer
order to provide professional assistance
Credit Workshops provide students with
with a personal touch. It is that type of
the opportunity to participant in intensive
commitment that assures success for each
weeklong courses not offered during the
program offered thro,µgh Conference
academic year. The Summer Credit
Workshop Program allows students to
Services.
~ - ~~
_.....,
interact with visiting scholars from
Students, facotfy, !rtid' staff life ·encournational and international centers of
aged to take advantage of the educational
learning in over 70 workshops. The work- conference opportunities available at the
shops cover a wide range of topics includEccles Conference Center. The meeting
ing business, history, art, computer anima- facility is one of the nicest in the intertion, and outdoor recreation. For more
mountain region, offering a bt;autiful setinformation call 797-0462 or visit our
ting along with a full range or services
website at www.ext.usu.edu/scw.
including video conferencing. The Eccles
Conference Center offers that latest in
Bear River Institute
communication technology. A dedicated
video conferencing room offers both
The Bear River Institute (BRI) prosatellite and compressed video conferenc vides students the opportunity to earn
ing equipment along with audio confercredit through outdoor hands-on experiencing capabilities typically used for group
ences that use the natural world as a class- collaboration, distance interviews and
room. BRI supports existing university
training programs.
departments, creating interdisciplinary
Whether you're attending a conference
courses and tours which allow students
or planning one, come to the Eccles
and non-students alike an opportunity to
Conference Center and let our team of
learn in the outdoors. Participants explore
experts serve you. Continuing Education
topics of ecology, restoration, planning,
Conference Services takes pride .in helpfolklore, recreation, and sustainability in
ing you achieve the best experience possithree main regions: The Rocky
ble. For more information call 435-797Mountains, The Great Basin and The
0423
or email conf-info@ext.usu.edu.
Colorado Plateau.
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Between Wal-Mart and Sports Academy

Call for FREE Demonstration Video!

_i -B00-491-3942
Broken Arrow Construction Corp.
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' ANDRUS
TRANSPORTATION
is currentlyseekingexperienced
OTRDrivers!

$1000.00 Sign-On Bonus
Becomea Partof a Winning25YearTradition:
HomeWeekly"PaidWeekly•competitivePay'PaidVacations
'DriverPaidMedical,
Dental,Vision& Lile • 401K Plan• Dedicated
Runs• Assigned
Equipment& Dispatcher
'RiderProgram'DrivingSchoolGradsWelcome
•TuitionReimbursement
Program*
PurchasingNewVolvo & Frelghtliners, ManyWith AutomaticTrans.
Checkus outat www.andrustrans.com
Join the ANDRUS
TEAM!

WhereFamiliesAreJustAs ImportantAsOurDrivers!
Immediate
openings!
CallTollFree1·800-888-5838
or 1·888·200·7887
for furtherinformation.
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Marry her with the ring that says,
in a loud; clearvoice,
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New Hollywood putting an odd
deitnition on 'entertainment'

National Security & Safe

September

Blow Out Sale!

Over100SafesMustBeSoldFactorySecondsandOverStocks
$$$ Save Hundreds $$$
BringYourTruckForTheBestDeal DeliveryAvailable
The SafeFactoryOutlet
386 East620South
AmericanFork,1-15Exit#279
(801)756-79TT

~~

$!~y

If you have Medicare or Private Insurance,
You may be eligible to receive your:

Diabetic

supplies

NO Cost To You!

at

For more inforl}lation call
Diabetic Supply Program

Toll Free
1-888-466-2678
(no HMO
atients
lease)
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AMY WALLACE

LA Times

HOLLYWOODHungry to watch a
live-action soap opera set in space? How
about an animated horror series about a
vampire-in-training or a psychological
thriller about an obnoxious entertainment
exec who has a thing for paintball?
Yearning to read an early version of the
sci-fi script "Alien 3" or get an update on
the latest UFO sightings?
Are you, in other words, even the
slightest bit twisted? With their new Web
site, DistantCorners.com,Joe Roth and
John Hegeman are betting the answer is
yes.
Roth, the former chairman of Walt
Disney Studios, and Hegeman, a movie
marketer who one year ago proved that
the Internet could make a little horror
movie called "The Blair Witch Project"
huge, have joined forces to create an
Internet entertainment destination for off- MARKETER JOHN HEGEMAN, from the "Blair Witch Project," says this about
kilter audiences - what Hegeman likes to DistantComers.com: 'We';re trying to create a Disney on drugs.'./LA Times photo by Paul
call "a last beacon of sanity."
Morse.
"Deep in the folds of your mind is a
bodied brain in a jar named Mr. Gray.
place you can't control, that always exists," the site announces by
"We're trying to create a Disney on acid," said the 37-year-old
way of a greeting. "Thoughts flying like lightning. Exploding in
father of three.
your head .... Distant Corners presents original entertaimnent for
For Hegeman, who left his job as marketing chief at Artisan
those wishing to break out of the jaded prison of having seen it
Entertainment in March and started building Distant Corners the
all."
next day, the site is the result of six years of near-constant ruminaThe 7-week-old site - which features animation, streaming
tion.
video and games, as well as a weird selection of news items, memHe'd been a movie marketer for almost a decade when he first
orabilia offerings and cranky movie reviews - aims at a very narhit upon the idea of creating a genre-specific online network. He
row niche: 16-to-34-year-ofd computer owners with a taste for
liked horror - at his first job, at United Film Distribution Co.,
fantasy and cult entertainment. But Distant Corners also is conhe'd worked on George Romero 's 1985 zombie flick "Day of the
ceived with bigger things in mind. Roth's new media company,
Dead." Later, he created the first-ever movie promotion Web site,
Revolution Studios, will use Distant Corners to develop characters
for the 1994 sci-fi odyssey "Stargate." And the success he and his
and story lines that could come to life offiine as well.
team at Artisan had with "The Blair Witch Project" helped propel
"This is the laboratory for me, and John is the mad scientist,"
a micro-budgeted indie film into a $140.5-million domestic boxsaid Roth, who sees the site not only as a
office phenomenon.
promotional and merchandising tool, but
~------------But Hegeman wanted to create an
also as a/lace to hatch ideas for feature
a..>
online world that didn't just promote tradifilms an television. "This is the place to
~
tional offline entertainment, but was fun all by

UtahAutoLoans.com
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itself. "I wanted no banner ads. No text going
I can't wait to have the first piece of materi,,
down the side. '\Ve wanted to make it feel like
al flip over."
you are in space and there are images that
~
Amid much talk these days about the
t
flash before you, as if you're looking out the
convergence between Hollywood and the
O
window," he said of his early idea. "It would
•
Web, Distant Corners is taking a different
be like a big drive-in in space. That's what we •
tack. Unlike Atomfilms.com and Ifilm.com,
were trying to create."
Rough Sawn: 1x4, 1x6, 1x8, 2x4, 2x6, 2x8, 4x4 which display all kinds of short films,
While still at Artisan. which bankrolled
Example: 100' fence 6' tall (1x4 slats, 2x4 rails, 4x4 posts) for $273.70!
Distant Corners seeks to serve up only starthe site's early development, Hegeman
cling or spooky fare. Unlike the as-yet-John Hegeman,
hooked up with a 29-year-old freelance illusunlaunched Pop.corn, which may someday
trator and comic book artist, Eli 5 Stone, to
show
films
made
by
big:name
talents,
movie
marketer
create the drawings that set the mood.
TOIL FREE 1-888-882-4645 - FAX( 435) 528-5003
Distant 'Corners wants to air voices you've
..____
,.....,_~-=--.,..,..--.-.,..,.... Stone, who legally changed his name
, .,
never heard of.
two years ago to include the number 5, said at ., , ,
Ask Roth and Hegeman what they're up
first l;i.esimply tried to "flesh out" Hege~a~•~
to, and the two veterans of traditional movie studios say the same
wild concept. But soon, Distant Corners began to have a sens1b1lithing: If the Internet is entertainment's next frontier, its programty all its own.
• Earn $$ After 2½
ming has to be conceived in a whole new way.
Web sites are notoriously unprofitable. But Hegeman plans to
Weeks Of Training!
HEED
TRAINING? "I want the user to explore and experience the site in a nonlin- seek corporate sponsors for each channel and wants to place prodear way- to say, 'Oh, my God, I've been on the site for a month
ucts in some of the programming.
1·800-975-9963 and I never even looked in there,' " Hegeman said. "Everything is
Horror and sci-fi memorabilia will be auctioned off. And
1' I
about doors opening up and things being hidden and making the
Hegeman plans regular four-day "subscriber even~" - an
MTA
journey. Because you've got to get people to come back. If they're
Internet version of pay-per-view, where, for the pn_ceof a maga<'
just seeing something they could see on TV and at the movies, but
zine, devotees can get access to themed programming, games and , ,
in a smaller format, why do it?"
tournaments.
,· j
DICKSIMON
TRUCKING
• 1·800-7Z7·5865• www.simn.com
Distant Corners has a novel approach: seven designated chanAnd then of course there 's the chance of turning e-program- .~
nels, each hosted by a different demented oddball who serves as
ming into m~instream fare. Of the 25 original properties
Ad11utisem~n.,
guide to a bizarre universe. Hegeman 's unlikely inspiration for this Hegeman plans to introduce each year, he ~opes "three _or four:
.,
idea, he admits, was the wholesome world of Disney.
will be deemed worthy" of being expanded mto film or. IV ~cr!pts.
"I've always looked at Disney as this crazy model, because its
''You can't force something to work. But when the am~ 1s nght
characters are not only the stars of the show, but they're the pitch_ when your audience is open to it, when the technology is accesLOANS: Direct lender loosens its require- credit? Sclf-.:mployed? Late house payments?
men for everything else," Hegeman said. Instead of Mickey and
sible and the financial entertainment community wants to support
ments ior homeowners who need money Financial problems? Medical bills? IRS liens?
Minnie,
Distant
Corners'
hqsts
include
a
paranoid-schizophrenic
it- that's when something can succeed," he said. "This couldn't
now.
It doesn't mattl!rl
•
Have you been turned down for a loan?
If you are a homeowner with sufficient C9"" in a straitjacket, a seedy version of Walter Cronkite and a disemhave happened six years ago. The time for it to happen is now."
)'
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Homeowners with money worries
may qualify for .low-interest loans

Do you need more than S 10,000 for any rea- uity. therc,'s an excellent chance you will
son? Are you paying more than I 0% inter- qualify for a loan-UJually withir 24 hours.
est on any other loans or credit cards'?
You can find out over the phone-and free
If you are a homeowner and answered of c~e-if
you qualify. Stone Castle Home
'yes' to any of these questions, they can tell Loans 1s licensed by the UtaJ:i
Department of
you over the phone and without obligation if Commerce. Open 7 days.
you qualify.
Call 1-800-700-1242, ext. 344
High credit.card debt? Less-than-perfect
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Manyother sizes
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SAVE$$$ ...
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Call to, FREE Stock/Price Ust Ill

Visa and Master Card Accepted
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1200 E. 100 S. LEHI, UT

M · F 8:00 - 5:00
SAT 6:00 - Noon

• Subject to prior sale •
• Full lengths only •
• Price can Change•
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Bushoutlinesplans for increasedPell grants
"We anticipate signing up 400,000 children in Texas," he said,
adding that, "We spend over $4 billion a year to help the uninsured
·'
in our state."
Gore has said his goal is for all children to have health care coverage by 2005.
,.
"Our goal," Bush said," is to make sure we sign up children with- , ,
in the law. I've heard the political rhetoric, that we don't want to sign ,,,
up children to the Children's Health Insurance Program. That's not
I
the truth. It's the same old-style politics -- to make an accusation
,,,
that has no truth to it and hope it sticks."
"The state of Texas is a compassionate state. We care about our
children. We probably care about our children more than somebody , , ,
in Washington, D.C. does," he said.
Earlier in the day, Bush listed his higher education goals before an
',
audience of 700 junior and senior students at a high school in
,.
Hampton, N.H., and again in Erie, Pa.
Pennsylvania, which holds the fifth largest number of electoral
,.,
votes at 23, last voted Republican in a presidential race in 1998.
Besides increasing first-year Pell Grants from $3,300 to $5,100, he •..•
proposed "enhanced" Pell rants to students who take advanced placement math and science classesin high schools.

.

CAROLYN BARTZ

Knight-Ridder Tribune

CINCINNATI, Ohio -- George W Bush spent the day talking
about education -- an issue he is convinced resonates with swing
voters -- in appearances in Pennsylvania, a critical battleground
state, and New Hampshire, where he is trying to woo voters who
supported John McCain in the primaries.
In a new proposal, he called for the expenditure of $5 billion over
five years to fully fund first-year Pell grants, providing greater access
to college for low- and middle-class students.
But Bush was forced again to respond to continuing criticism from
his opponent, Democrat Al Gore, including the charge that Texas has
lagged behind other states in providing health coverage for urunsured
children.
Participating with CNN.com in his first combined online, on-air
chat Wednesday, Bush said states must "aggressively sign up" those
who qualify for Medicaid. For chjldren who aren't eligible f?r
Medicaid but are helow 200 percent of the federal poverty !me, he
said, states can use the Children's I Iealth Insurance Program passed
by Congress in 1997.

...

Various lengths & colors
• Limited quantities

Call for FREE Stock/Price List I!!
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The'pillarof panties'is
being replacedbyVictoria's
Frederick's of Hollywood getting raunchy image
CANDACE WEDLAN

LA Times

HOLLYWOODPeople come from far and wide
to see and touch this aging
Hollywood icon. A white
sequin and lace bustier with
matching panty peeks out from
under hot pink awnings. Pink
neon signs alluringly beckon
visitors to enter through ~lass
doors into a world of pink of 1950s glamour. Time seems
suspended here at the
Frederick's of Hollywood flagship store, a few blocks from
Mann's Chinese Theater.
Frederick's, once innovative and provocative, seems
quaint these days. At a time
when lingerie is anything but
undercover - think Victoria's
Secret - Fredrick's is having a
difficult time even though it
draws customers from around
the world.
Unable to escape a tawdry
image acquired in the 1970s,
despite all the pink, and burdened by heavy deht,
Frederick's time warp gives a
cheesy feel when compared to
the slick Victoria's Secret.
Victoria 's Secret boutiques
put on a British air - or what
the Ohio-based chain thinks
Americans believe is British.
Boudoirish. Tony. Upscale .
Victoria's Secret's idea of a
risque product is Sweet
Temptations body splash.
Compare that to a jar of
Frederick's Body Butter (not
animal tested, the store pointed
out), which is an "edible cream
of white chocolate, decadent
chocolate, warm cherry and

strawberry delight."
Get the picture?
Frederick's comes off as
naughty, Victoria's Secret hightoned. And, Frederick's advertising and catalogs are no
match for Victoria's Secret's,
which have an almost cultlike
following. The difference in
marketing savvy is reflected in
sales. Frederick's has annual
sales (200 stores and catalogs)
of$ 140 million, compared to
Victoria's Secret's (with 902
stores and 365 million catalogs
a year) $2.1 billion.
If only times were as good
as when Frederick Mellinger,
inspired by the World War II
pinup of Betty Grable, established a New York store in
1946 to sell "unmentionables."
A year later he moved the store
to Los Angeles. The late
Mellinger, who ran the business until his retirement in
1984, introduced different colored undergarments - white
was standard and proper - to
America as well as padded and
peekaboo bras and padded and
edible panties. In 1981,
Frederick's began selling
thongs - long before it
became a panty staple.
The coljpany also sold its
products through mail-order
catalogs and opened stores in
malls. In the 1970s, the company went public and diversified
into other products. Since
1997, when Frederick's went
private, it has had two owners
- the latest the Newport
Beach investment company
Wilshire Partners. Last month,
Frederick's filed for Chapter 11
bankruptcy protection to get a

handle on its financial problems - $5 5 million in bank
debt and a series of costly blunders.
Now Frederick's has to
pull itself up by its garter belt
straps to emerge from bankruptcy. Linda LoRe, chief executive officer and president,
faces the task of taking
Frederick's into the new millennium by giving the chain a
fresh image and modernizing
stores.
The challenge for LoRe
is to maintain Frederick's
world-famous brand while
stripping the company of the
sleazy image. LoRe came to
Frederick's last year after 11
years at Giorgio Beverly Hills,
where she launched and
relaunched fragrance brands,
such as Hugo Boss and Red.
She described the
Frederick's catalogs of the
195Osand '60s as "sexy and
glamorous - not trashy, not
sleazy." Then in the '70s,
Frederick's response to women
burning their bras was to carry
more risque items, such as sex
toys.
"And wouldn't you know,"
said the 46-year-old LoRe,
dressed in black pants, black
top and a colorful jacket,
"that's when the baby boomers
- and I'm a baby boomer would have gotten a lot of that
image ." A "Boogie Nights"
feel, is how she summed it up,
referring to a film about the
Los Angeles pornography
industry.
You can still find crotchless
undies along with cotton
thongs - Frederick's sells

ONCE A FASHION ICON, today Frederick's is more of a tourist stop - pictures only where shopping takes place./LA Tim1:sphoto

40,000 a week nationwide.
Vampy shoes and boots can be
found at the back of the
Hollywood store. They are
strappy, high-heeled, vinyl,
Lucite and, of course, there's
the traditional mule with
marabou toe made famous by
Jean Harlow .
One local, who preferred
to go by the drag name Asia,
was strapping on a pair of 3
1/2-inch platforms with 7 1/2inch heels. Asia was looking for
the right shoe to wear to a drag
queen pageant in L.A. later this
month. When asked, "How do
you wear those things?" Asia,
strolling up to a mirror, said,
''Very carefully."
Other shoppers are attracted to the more practical
Frederick's offerings. Somer
Williams, a nurse who lives in
Beverly Hills, said she shops at

Frederick's every couple of
months for undies and bras
because she likes the competitive prices and quality of the
merchandise.
LoRe said the goal is to
position Frederick's as sexy,
glamorous and fun, even for
the girl next door. She herself
chose a Frederick's white
peignoir for her recent wedding night. She said that 80
percent of the Frederick's customers are women ranging in
age from 18 to 55, and 40 percent of them are married.
The first step in the image
make-over will be the new holiday catalog, which will be their
largest one ever and will have a
separate bridal section . The
theme will be "55 years of
making hearts race ."
Most significantly, the flagship store will move out of its

than a place
.

its Art Deco home and triple
its store space in a to-be-constructed building on what is
now a parking lot, next door to
Mann's Chinese Theater. The
hoped-for time frame for the
move is March 2002.
LoRe envisions the modern new store as feminine with
just a touch of Frederick's
trademark pink. The flagship
store's Frederick's bra museum, which features undergarments and lingerie worn by
celebrities from Mae West (a
peignoir) to Madonna (a bustier), will have more space than
it does now and its own curator.
Frederick's will offer souvenir items, such as the Freddy
Bears, wearing lingerie like a
corset. A new advertising campaign is being planned, but
that's at least one year away.

Divisive admissions battles hitting some campuses
JAN GREENBURG

Chicago Tribune

WASHINGTON -- For as
long as Aimee Bogrow can
remember, and certainly by the
time she was old enough to
cheer in the stands at home
football games, she knew she
wanted to go to school at the
University of Georgia.
Her dad went there, as did
two of her brothers. In their
upscale Atlanta suburb, the
Bogrows proudly claimed
Georgia as their school and
proclaimed themselves, as she
said, "Huge, huge fans."
"I had the ment ality that ifl
pushed myself hard, did well in
school, studied hard and made
good grades, I could get in,"
said Bogrow.But last spring,
Bogrow got a letter telling her
she didn't meet Georgia's
requirements . Feeling "majorly
depressed," she started looking
at other state schools6until her
' mother read a newspaper article
about a lawsuit over Georgia's
use of race in admissions. A
group of white students denied
admission had sued, maintaining the school wrongly admitted
less-qualified minorities ahead
of them.
Bogrow, 19, decided to join
the fight , and the battle paid off.
She started classes at Georgia
this month after a federal judge
ruled in late July that the
school's policy of giving minority students an edge in admissions amounted to illegal race
discrimin ation.
"I can't help the way I was
born or what I was born as, but
for those reason s, I was denied
admission," Bogrow said.
"Tho se aren't valid reasons.
They're unconstitutional."

That argument has been
made with increasing force and
frequency in recent years as
opponents of affirmative action
turn to the courts to dismantle
racial preferences in college
adrnissioniit Combined with
efforts at the pallot box and in
state governors ' offices to end
affirmative action, opponents
say the writing is on the wall.
As students descend on campuses this fall, many wrn be part
of classes chosen without regard
to race. Because of lawsuits or
voter initiatives, colleges and
universities from Texas to
Washington have ended the
practice of taking race into
account in admissions, and others, like Florida, will do so next
year.
The experience at schools
without affirmative action has
been the same6a sharp decline
in minority enrollments. Some
universities, such as the
University of Texas, recently
have been able to get their
numbers back up through
aggressive outreach and recruit ment and class ranking-based
admissions. Others, particularly
law schools and highly selective
universities, still find minority
enrollment at dramatically
reduced levels.
Supporters of affinnative
action say those experiences
show that colleges must still be
able to take race into account in
order to get a diverse student
body. Affirmative action, they
say, is not dead yet.
For proof, one needs only to
look to Ann Arbor, Mich.,
where officials at the University
of Michigan have mounted a
fierce defense of their practice
of taking race into account to
get a diverse student body. With

a trial set for this fall, university
President Lee Bollinger maintains "this is a critical moment
for our society."
"We have built an enormously successful society on
making sure people confront
and learn from people who are
different from themselves, that
kind of melting -pot environ ment," Bollinger said. "The
shock to the American system
of moving away from that, I
think, would have foreseeable
and unforeseen adverse consequences. "
Other schools and states are
battling over the issue, as ,veil.
The University of Georgia will
appeal its contrary ruling to a
federal appeals court, while officials in Florida are fighting to
preserve some aspects of affirmative action, such as minority
scholarships awarded by state
universities.
As Summer Del Prete, 21, a
Hispanic student at the
University of Michigan who
grew up in Vlillow Springs, Ill.,
puts it: "Affirmative action is
just leveling out social inequalities."
"It's helping people in com munities that are just lacking
resources or role models people
take for granted when they are
in a situation where college is
just obvious," said Del Prete,
the first person in her family to
go to college .
"It would be sad if the only
people we saw at Michigan were
people whose fathers went to
Michigan or were in very good
high schools that had the
resources to help you get good
SAT scores," she said.
Reflecting the conflicts seen
in courtrooms and at the ballot
box, the presidential candidates
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two-track admissions policies
for whites and minorities. That
decision deeply fractured the
court, much as the issue has
divided society. There was no
majority opinion, though five
justices agreed that a "properly
devised admissions program
involving the competitive consideration of race and ethnic
origin" is constitutional.
As a result, lower courts have
struggled to figure out what the
court meant by that and
whether subsequent rulings that
have limited the consideration
of race.

Learn to Prepare
Income Taxes!

Income Tax Training Course Begins September 12
■ THOUSANDS
OFPEOPLE
learnhowto prepareIncometax returnsfromH&RBlockan~

then earn moneyas Incometax preparers. H&RBlock, the world's largest Incometax
preparationservice, offers Its incomeTax Coursestarting September12. Morningand
eveningclassesavailable.
■ EXPERIENCED
INSTRUCTORS
teach tax law, theory, and application. Classroomdis•

cusslonsand practice problemsprovidestudentswith a thoroughunderstandingof
each tax topic Includedas the courseprogresses.
■

IDEALFORpeple who want to increasetheir tax knowledge,the courseteachesstu·
dents how to savemoneyon their taxes andalso preparesthem for a rewardingcareer.
■

THEAFFORDABLE
lee includestextbooksand supplies.Graduatesreceive certificates
of achievementand continuelngeducationunits (CEUs).Qualifiedgraduatesof the
course maybe offered JobInterviewswith H&RBlock but are underno obligationto
accept employment.
■

THOSE
INTERESTED
In moreInformationabout the H&RBlock IncomeTaxCoursemay
contact the H&RBlock office at the phonenumberlisted below.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL NOW!
PHONE: 770-2853
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they declined to do so. Justices
Ruth Bader Ginsburg and
David Souter explained that the
issue wasn't properly presented
in the case. The next year, the
court took a case from New
Jersey that could have resolved
matters, but the parties settled
out of court, thus pre-empting
high court review.
The court hasn't directly
addressed the issue since 1978,
when it ruled that the medical
school at the University of
California-Davis had to admit
Allan Bakke, a white student
who challenged the school's
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have grappled with affim1ative
action, which stands to become
a significant issue in the campaign.
The Democratic candidates
have declared support, though
partly as a means of damage
control in the wake of accusations that Sen.Joseph
Lieberman of Connecticut, Vice
President Al Gore's running
mate, once supported ending
affinnative action in California.
The issue is considered so
important to the party t:hat
Lieberman spent hours at the
recent Los Angeles convention
discussing it with black leaders.
Republicans, meanwhile, are
approaching the issue gingerly,
aware that the most prominent
African-Americans in their
party, including Colin Powell,
support some fonn of affirmative action The GOP presiden tial candidate, Texas Gov.
George W. Bush, opposes quotas and racial preferences, but is
not an outspoken foe. He has
emphasized other measures in
his state to foster diversity in
the classroom.
Notably silent in all of this
has heen the one institution that
can determine the legal fate of
affirmative action : the U.S.
Supreme Court. The justices
have signaled they are looking
to take a case that would resolve
whether diversity is a good
enough reason to justify affirmative action, and many
observers speculate that it is
only a matter of time before the
high court steps in.
The justices had an opportunity to confront the matter in
1996, after the 5th U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals struck down
Texas' race-based admissions
policies as unconstitutional, but
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Classliedadvertising
deadlinesareone worKIng
day pnorto the day publcat,onIs desiredat 1o
a.m. Cost per submissionIs 10 centsperword
S1 mInImum.Red..iced
ratesfor quantityInsertio~sareavailable.Comme•c1aI
ratesvary,dependingon frequency. VISA.Mastercard.and
Discoverare also acceptedlor payment. Use
797-1775to place phone ads. Adver1ise•s
should caretunyread tre ciassd1edad form.
TSC 319. The UtahStatesmanreservesthe
nghtto refuseanyad.display,or class1f1ed.
The
Utah Statesmandisclaimsall hab1hty
for any
damagesufferedas a resultof any advertise- For d~tails about off-campusjobs, see !he
ment in the newspaper. TheStatesmanhas job board at TSC 106 or visit
authorityto edit and locatea,y classifiedadver• www.usu.edu/-studemp.
tisementas deemedappropriate
#0482,Custodian
, $6 75,hr
#0628. Customer Service Representative.
S7hr
PIT Legal Secretary
· (8·00a.m•100p.m.) 2
#0196,Models,510/hr
yearssecretarialexperienceor education,com- #0t97,ConcreteWorker,$7.00
puterskills:Word/WordPerteet& Excel.m nni- #0194.P'T LegalSecretary.
mumof 60 wpmwithstronggrammar,spelling&
#0188.s~,veyor.S535.'boe
punctuation.Send resumeto 31 FederalAve- #0192,Landscape
Mantenance
nue or emai to 1an@utahlawf1rm.com
Position #0193,WebProgrammerBOE
closing9-5-00
#0191,HouseRepairs.$7hir
#0190,CarWashAtlendart,
#0t16,Cleaning.6.25
#0770.Cook.S6.50ihr
#0813.JobCoach,S7001hr
BlackhawkCondoFOR SALE
#0672. Embroidrey Machine Operator
WhyRent?Assumemy6.3%mortgage
$6.00/hr
a
S509,mo+ $7,000down.CondoIs immaculate #0119.PT. Carpenter.
6 501hrBO
MustSeel753-1005
#0185.Snowboard
OuterwearRepresentative.
$10-20
/com
#0189,DeliveryDnver,6 00
#0195,Housekeeping.
57.501hr
No downpaymentl Assumableloan Yorkshire #0187Marketing
Associate
villagecondo. 3 bd , 1 1i2 bath.2 car garage #0690,Sandwhich
Ma~er,$5251hr
ca:I Stacy512-1106 Wardley GMAC
#0180,DeliveryDr.ver Neg.
110175,
AIDE,S6.00'hr
#0305.YouthCounselor,
$8.00,hr
Urgent.before Sept. 1. SportsAcademystu#0179,Busser,$5.15
dent contractfor sale. Eightmonths,40.00Sa
#0183,Secretary,NEG
#0181.Cashier
.'Custol"'erService.$6.SO+ihr
month. NO SIGNUP FEE. Call Stephanieat
755-9619
#0182LabTech~1c;an,
#0184,WarehouseReceiving.Delivery
Driver,
NEG
#0177.P'T VB Programmer.
S9-10/hr
#0t72, InventoryControlHelper,$850/hr
Femalegraduatestudentseeksto housesit or
#0965,Laborer/FormSetter.$7/nr
rent clean pleasantroom. Responsible,
trust#0506,CounterAttendant
. $5.35/hr
worthy.801-391-7616
#0171.Je.velrySalesperson.
S6+comm
#0173,Housekeeper.
$250morlh
#0174HouseCleanng. $8.00
#0170,Adm1nist
rat:veExecutive,
NegBOE
#0166,DeliveryDnver S5.15
Roommateneededto shareclear in Logan2
oedroo apartment
. own bathroom,1 year old
#0t67 HostessandWa~ress515,2.25+
building,pool, hot tub. $270imo+ uli,. Cell
#0168,Dishwasher.
$5.75hr
801-560-6748
#0225,YouthCounselor,
$7.50hr
#0247.CementF1nisre
r, Negotiable
#0683,CalfFeeder,$8hr
#0155,Tutor,$6't'r
Sabba
1icalhouse for rent on Summit Creek.
#0164.DetaryAide.$6.25,hr
Lovely3bdrrn,2 bth homeIn Smithfield,15 mI•
#0157.PrepCook.Neg
nute_s
from USU.Completelyfurnished,1nclud#0165.AfterSc ool 'Nanny",$55/wk
' Inglinen.dishes.appliances.Househasbeaut,#0163,BusDciver
. So.50min
ful deck,bridge,andgarden.SeekcOl.p'e.grad#0162,CustorrerSenveReprese1tat,ve,
S7ihr
uate studentsor faculty. Renterscare for 3
#0161,PhysicalFac11tty
Specialst. S8.96/hr
fnendly housecatswhostaydownstairs.Garden
#0158.Receptoo1st,
5.15
and yardcareprovided.Rent1sS7001mth.
Call
10160,Cook,$6 50+BOE
Marieat 750-5756or emailgeodoc1@aol.com
.
#0156.Prodvet1on
PartT,me.S8201hr
Available,mmed,ately.
#0952 YardWork $6.00'1r
#0147,De'iveryDrivers.$5.15,hr+
#0154,Market
ing Representative.
Why rent when you can own YorkshireVillage
#0153,HTMLProgramf!'er,
BOE
Townhomes.2 & 3 bedroomhomes,1 & 2 car
#0148.PlaygrOl.nd
Morntor.
garage, first !Ime buyers programava1lab
e
#0150.AfterSchoolNanny/Tutor
. S7+BOE
Mode:homeat 1800North300West,Logan.or
#0149.Sweeper,
call 755-6699. www.yorkshirevlllage.com#0139,Welder,$8,'hr
MarKeted
throughHomebased
Rea.ty.
#0344,Janitoria
l, $6.50-7/hr
#0151,Aide. 6.00
#0143, Warehouse. Ma1ntenace,
Custodian
Worker,S6.50hr
#0142GraphicsDesigner,SMlr
Needa cell phone?Geta freephonewith 1 yr.
contract. AuthonzeddealerVenzon(A1rtouch) #0138,StoreClerk,S843~r
#0562
In-homeResp11e
Aide,BOE
and Voicestream.Shane @770-7414or Dan
#0137Assist.Manager,8 aftertr
@770-1277
#0841,HairStylist.$6.00'hr
#0291.Cashier,
#1058.CounterHelpor Assere1bly
ne Worker,
Blue Water Scubaof Logan, Logan'sottic1al $5.15,'hr
#0126.CVUUOfficeAss1stan1
Posttion.
air stat10n.We can takecare of at your scuba
#0136.MachinePressOperator.upto 8
needs.Sales,rentals,and instructions
. Classes
#0132, CounierHelpandCooks.S6.00
beginWed.Sept.6, youcan be certifiedIn just
#0133,As-ispricer,Neg
twoweeKendslGroupratesavailable.For more
#0131,Collec:1bles
Worker,Neg
info.call752-1793.
#0198.DeliveryS5.25hr
#0332,CrewMembe
c1Supervisor,
SS35-'hr
#0822,Saes Admirns1•at,ve
Assistant,
#0900.
Yardwork,
56.501hr
Neednde to campusMondaythroughWed·
#0127Cashier,Neg
nesdayfor eveningclassesfromBountiful,will
alsoconsiderOgden.Will helpwithgas. J'rr
#0125.MISAssistant.
Ina wheelchair
and ,n a bind. 801·296·2211.
#0123.ChildCareProvider.Neg
#0120.Bays1tter,
#0912,Technician,
S6 r
Wantto spendthe nightIn a treehouse??How
#0401.OfficeClearingS6/hr
aboutunderthe stars in LakePowell?Call the
#0118.AnimalCare1aker
S5.15hr
AnniversaryInn for ourFallspatial.752-3443
#0141,TumbI111g
InstructorS9/
#0800. L1QhtHouseworkand Companion.
Negotiable
#1082,FREEROOMfor transpor:ing
child to
Art CAMP,neg
#0449,BakeryCounterHelp,$5.15,hr
#0411.Part-1,me
AccountManagern Training.
Opens Sept. I
S7-9+/nr
#0140,AmericanSign LanguageInstructor,
S900
#0621,Part-Time
Cashier,BOE
#0956,ArboristAssistant.BOE
#0085.Typisl,BOE
#0083.NightAudrtor,$7/rr
#0082, Scheduling
Coordinator58·9BOE
&
#0879,FrontDeskforgraveyard,reg
Lab or D ay
#0072.Executive
DirectorDirector,Neg.
#0084.ChildCare Providerlor Todders 2-4.
M-Th 4-9, Fri. 4-10 , Sat. 10-10
S10/hr
2900 N. 400 E. N. Loga
#0825.PT. Cook.$8/hr
#0100,Aidefor PersonwithDisability,
$7.001hr
Bring a flashlight!
110052.
WebGraphicsDesignerBOE

Sept8-8,8 a.m.-8p.m.daHi880East1250N.,
JustnorthorwesternSurgerycenter.
over1,000hems,lncullng:cars,minivans
andpickups,
drafflngtable.Air compressors,
snoWblowers,
chairs,
desks,tables,workingcomputer
systems,
laserprinters,woodpanels,
bedding
andmuchmorelManyItems
markedas"CashandCarry''with nobidrequired.
Check out our website at"
http://www.usu.edu/-surplus/
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#0294,YouthCounselor.
7.5
#0727,LabTechnician.
6.50.'hr
#0080,CustomerServiceRep.,S625+com.
1 BOE
#1061,Directorof Sales. S8-11
#0802,Handyman.
S6,'hr
#0624,Trainer/Intervener/Male
Companon
. S7
(BOE)
#0902.Yardwork.$8/hr
#0880,YardHelp, $6-7/BOE
#0129,SwingShiftCashier.55.50,hr
#0773, InternetConsultant.
Comm
#0821,CounterHelp& Cooks,6.00lllr
#0186,Preschoo
l Teacher,55.151hr
#0721,CafeManager/Wa,ter/Wa
1tress. BOE
#0271,MarketResearch,
5.501hr
#1109.PersonalAttendant.$5.15,hr
#0561,Laborers.GeneralOperators

#P014-93,
Grader,S6.00/hr
#P013·93, Computer Science Lab Inst.,
S7.00/hr
#C490-98,
DishroomWorker,$5.15.ihr
#P036-93.
Lifeguard
. $5.65,hr
#C005·01,
AquaticTechnician.
56-8/BOE
#C491-98
, FoodServicesWorker,$5.15/nr
#C360-00,
PC Support,BOE
#C662-98.
StudentCoordinator,
5.15
#C452·00,
StudentEngineer,BOE
#C523
·00, Feld Geologist,$10,'hr
#C337-97,SI Leader Hist 1700 (Success),
$5.50/hr
#P280·90,AnimalCaretaker,6.001hr
#C029-99,
Fre·ghtHandler, $5.50/nr
#P018·93,Wrrter,BOE
llC337·00.SSSTutor,
#C084·00.MathTutorARC,$550,hr
USU:Student Employment- ON-CAMPUS
#C290-00,
ProgramSpecialist,5.75/nr
JOBS
#C113·00,LabAssistant.SS.15
#C050·94,UndergraduateTeachingFellow,
For details about on-campusjobs, see the
S515ihr
job board al TSC 106 or visit
#C335-97,BiologealTechnician,
SS.15/hr
www.usu.edu/-studem
p. 1
#P017·93. Photographer,
BOE
#C719-95.UndergradTeachingFellow--Mu!SIC
#C30B·00,
Fis'1eries
Technician,
S6.001hr
Technology,
$5 151hr
#C163-96,
GADDLabAssistant.7.00hr
#C265•97,Substitute
ActivityLeader,$5.50/hr
#C126-01.
Undergraduate
Assistant.$7/hr
#C235·00,Laboratory
Aide,$5.15
#C127-01,
Grader,$5.62/hr
#C208-96.
Tutor,$5.25/hr
#C125·01.DataEntryClerk,$6-7.50/hr
#C135-91,IntramuralOfficial, $6 to S8 per
#C041-99,
ParkingEnforcement,
$5.40/hr
game
#C128-01,
ResearchAssistant.S8-9,'hr
#C274-91.
Applied MusicInstructor,
Negotiable
#C194-98,Undergraduate
TA's for Labsand
#C263-95.
Model(ArtClasses).$8.00/hr
PaperGraders.S5251hr
#C593·90.
PianoYou1hConservatory
Teacher,
#C538-95.
LabAssistant.S7.00,hrBOE
Negotiable
#C021-97,
Maintenance
, $6/nr
#C082·00,WaterAerob,cs Instructor,$8,'hr
#C256-97,
Nigh!Watchman,
$5.15/hr
#C089·01.
GraphicDesigner,58.00
#C503·90.RussianTutor,$5.15hr
#C429-96,MowingOperator,S6.00/hr
#C117·01,USU1310SI Leader,$5.50,hr
#C087-0f,MediaTechnician,
S6.75
#C118-01.
LatinoYouthFacilrtator,
S650thr
IIC086-01,
WeekEndLeadCook.S7.00
#Cl 19-01,StudentAssistant,
$8,hr
#C126·00.
MHR2990Assistant,$515/hr
#C122-01.
Grader.S6.62/hr
#POOS-93
, Grader-Mathematics,
S5.50+/nr
#C123-01,
ResearchTechnician,
BOE
#C078-01
Shipping & ReceivingClerk- PM,
#C124-0
1, Part-timeComputerAssistant.$7/hr
$5.15/hr
#C121-01,
Undergraduate
ReserachAssistant
,
#C124·92.Speech InstructionalAssistarit.
BOE
S5.25
,'hr
#C356-97.
Conversat
,on Aide,55.15/hr
#P011
·93.Tutor-Mathemat,cs,
#C249-96,
PeerAcMser.S5.15,hr
#C0S1-01,Research
Aid,minimum
#C224-99,
FoodServiceWorker.$5.15/hr
#C677-90
, DairyLabHelper,$6/hr
#C598-96,
Purchasing
Assistant,BOE
#C611·96,LabAide, 5.151hr
#C377-98.
ComputerLabConsultant,5.151hr
#C204-98,
ShippingClerk,S5.25/hr
#C102-01,
SalesClerk.S61hr
ComputerLabConsultant,
$5.15/hr
#C115-01.
AssistantContentManager.
S11.50· #P687-00,
#C135·99,PC LabConsultant,
SS.50/nour
14BOE
#C101-97,
Aerobicslns1ndor,$8,hr
#C114·01,Assistant Programmer,$11 50·
l!C058·01,Part-TrneAsst., S6.50
,'hr
14BOE
#C567-00.
Rece1v1ng
Clerk,$6/hr
#C110-01,Recreat10n
LaboratoryAssistant.
#C428-00,
On
-Call
Catering
Waitstaff,
S5.15ihr
S7,hr
#P088-93,
On-A,rAnnouncer,
$7751hr
#C107-01,
LabAide,$6,hr
#C426·96,Landscaping
CrewHelper,$5.50/nr
#C106-01,
Programmer
. $10·15/BOE
#C104-96
, CopyCenterWorker,$5.1Slhr
#C064-01,
LabTech,6.00
#C549-00
. ResearchTechrncican
I. S6/hr
#C105-01,
Programmer, BOE
#C635-98.
Junc11on
Lineworkers,5.151hr
#C061-99
, FieldWorker
. $6.50,hr
•C030-01
, Classroom
Aide, S5251hr
#C097-01.
Classroom
Assistant.S600
#C046-01, Lab Assistant-StudentWorker,
#C146-99
, PropertyAssistant.$171.67/month
negotiable
#C075-99,SI LeaderChem 1210(Success), #C469·00,
BakeryPrepCook,SS651hr
S5.50
/hr
#C162·99,
PrepCook, $5.65,hr
#C366-91.
Out-Catering
Statt,$515/hr
#C096-93,
Teachng Help.open
#C285-00,
OfficeAssistant,BOE
#C026-01, E-O Calibration Equipment
IIC098·01,
ClassAssistant
, $6.00/hr
Assistant,BOE
#C093-01.BakeryDelivery/FreightHandler, #C021-01.
TextbookRushClerk,SS.15
S5.S0'hr
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$5 per person
Children and
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General Labor e rs Nee ded
Schreiber F~iods, Inc.,~ w~xld -cla_s:_food manufocturmg company, 1s
now ~taffmg our Sm1thfteld foc1hties. Our environment is unique
and allows our employees t\, participate as p..irtners in our company!

QUALIFICATIONS
INCLUDE:
. 1ligh School diploma or equ1vale:1!
Excellent lnterpersonal Organi✓ ahon,1! Skills
Acceptable Score on Dexterity ,md Application Testing
Drug testing required for all successful applicants

QUALITYENVIRONMENT
INCLUDES:
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Competitive rates, C,mer.:tl Li1bor, Full or p,1rt-l11neemployment,
Graveyard or swing; complete benefits p.:tckage, Lduc .:tlirn reimbursement. ~rowam; skill certificatio!, .& preformance incentive puy,
parttc1pat1on m company d ens1ons , goi11~& objectives
At Schreiber Foods, Wt' an.>committed t() qt1a/ity through a .~hared
le,1Jer.,hip team ccincept of qllality principlt?.~ and practices.

It's not just a j ob ... it's a career!

For more informat ion , c ont a ct
Debbie, 563 ,9340 , ext. 6 89

,

TheWork
You
want.
WE'VE

~

GOTIT!
• AllPositions
• Allhours
• CallTodavl

KELLY

Services

95 w. 100 s.
.._#305, Logan

752-8816
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